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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION TO LASER 
OPTOOALVANIC SPECTROSCOPY 
Review 
The development of efficient and powerful tunable 
lasers has revolutionized spectroscopy and opened a new 
class of spectroscopic techniques that take advantage of the 
unique properties of these lasers. The tremendous impact of 
lasers on spectroscopy in the past several years has been 
documented with an avalanche of publications. Laser 
spectroscopy has achieved improvements in selectivity, 
accuracy and spectral resolution to levels previously 
thought impractical. 
Among the several different types of narrow-bandwidth 
tunable lasers developed in the past decade, the organic dye 
laser has been the most prominent type used in atomic and 
molecular spectroscopy. This new powerful spectroscopic 
tool has led to an accelerated growth in the nonlinear 
spectroscopy of atoms and molecules. Availability of wide 
tunable spectral region, the narrow spectral bandwidth and 
strong intensity per unit spectral range of these dye lasers 
have made it feasible to expand the realm of classic 
spectroscopic techniques such as; absorption, emission and 
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fluorescence spectroscopy. Atomic energy levels which 
previously could not be efficiently excited by conventional 
light sources can now be studied by selective step-wise 
excitation using these new dye lasers. 
Technological advances have made it possible to achieve 
extremely small spectral linewidth in lasers. This yields a 
spectral resolution which may exceed that of the largest 
spectrographs by several orders of magnitude. 
Spectroscopists no longer need giant spectrographs to study 
hyperfine structures. In laser spectroscopy, the resolution 
is often not limited by the instrumental bandwidth but 
rather by the spectral linewidth of the absorbing or 
emitting atoms or molecules. 
The main goal of the research presented in this 
dissertation is the development of laser optogalvanic 
spectroscopy as an analytical tool to study atomic hyperfine 
structure and to analyze isotope ratio at high spectral 
resolution using tunable single frequency ring dye laser. 
Laser optogalvanic (LOG) spectroscopy is a sinqple, sensitive 
and powerful technique (1) with applications in many areas 
of research such as combustion and plasma physics high 
resolution atomic and molecular spectroscopy, trace element 
detection and chemical analysis (2). Discovered more than 
fifty years ago by Penning (3), the optogalvanic effect has 
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awaited the development of tunable lasers to demonstrate its 
extensive applicability. Many advantages of LOG 
spectroscopy over conventional absorption methods will be 
presented in the course of this chapter. Kyperfine 
structure and isotope shifts of Cu I 578.2 nm transition are 
examined in the next chapter. Also discussed are the 
calculation of hyperfine component strength and the 
determination of copper 63 and copper 65 isotope ratio by 
matching theorectical and experimental Doppler-limited 
optogalvanic spectra. Some relevant advantages of this 
isotope ratio analysis scheme over conventional technique 
such as mass spectrometry is presented. 
Optogalvanic signals arise when the impedance of 
electrical gas discharges changes in responce to the 
absorption of laser radiation by atomic or molecular 
species present in the discharge. Large changes of 
impedance can be induced by laser wavelengths corresponding 
to nonionizing transitions of species present. By 
monitoring the change in voltage across the discharge tube 
and scanning the wavelength of the laser probing the 
discharge, an optogalvanic spectrum can be conveniently 
recorded. This technique is a valuable spectroscopic tool 
since the discharge is both a source and a convenient 
detector for atoms and molecules. Because the 
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optogaiv.>nic effect relies on a voltage change, no optical 
measurement is required in observing the absorption process. 
Consequently» problems associated with the measurement of 
weak signals such as collection efficiency and scattered 
excitation light do not limit the sensitivity and dynamic 
range. This simple and sensitive spectroscopic technique 
has been applied in analytical chemistry (4-7), wavelength 
measurements and calibration (8 - 10), laser stabilization 
(11), atomic ion transitions (12 - 20) and isotope 
enrichment (21,22). More recently LOG spectroscopy using 
discharges has demostrated its applicability for studying 
molecular species (23 - 27). 
In these LOG spectroscopic techniques, lasers have 
been used to pump atomic or molecular transitions by 
single-photon excitation while relying upon resultant 
changes in thermal or collisional ionization to yield 
galvanic signals. Sensitivity of LOG spectroscopy is 
greatly enhanced by using multiphoton excitation techniques. 
Ausschnitt et al. demonstrated the application of 
multiphoton optogalvanic spectroscopy to hydrogen plasma 
diagnostics (28). Large enhancements of optogalvanic 
signal in hollow cathode tubes, up to two orders of 
magnitude, were obtained by Shuker et al. (29) and by 
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Wakata et al. (30) using two-photon excitation scheme. 
Some new LOG spectroscopic techniques were demonstrated 
by several groups. Cornelissen and Burgrnans studied the Stark 
broadening and Stark shift of the sodium 3S-4D transition in 
a Na-Ne discharge using Doppler-free two-photon spectroscopy 
(31). Schawlow et al. measured hyperfine splitting using 
intermodulated optogalvanic spectroscopy, a new method of 
Doppler-free saturation spectroscopy (32,33). Siegel et 
al. studied Molybdenum isotope shifts in a hollow cathode 
discharge tube with Doppler-free intermodulated fluorescence 
and optogalvanic spectroscopy and observed a homogeneous 
linewidth of 25 MHz (34). Suzuki observed optogalvanic 
effects in a radio-frequency (rf) discharge (35). The rf LOG 
spectroscopy is particularly useful for studying unstable 
molecules which are reactive to metal electrodes in a 
conventional discharge tube. Apel et al. demonstrated that 
the optogalvanic effect in a hollow cathode discharge can be 
used as an element specific detector without the use of a 
laser or an expensive monochromator (36). 
As stated in the preceding paragraphs, many areas of 
research have benefited from the optogalvanic effect in the 
discharge. LOG has also proven to be a powerful 
spectroscopic tool using atmospheric pressure analytical 
flames. To detect optogalvanic signal in a flame, a 
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constant voltage source is passed through the flame and the 
resulting change in flame conductivity in response to the 
absorption of tunable laser light is monitored. Thi;% new 
technique is not limited by the many noise sources of 
conventional flame spectrometry (37 - 39), while 
maintaining the advantages of the analytical flame, such as 
continuous and convenient sampling, ease of operation and 
low cost. 
Green et al. (40) first reported the optogalvanic 
effect in flames or laser-enhanced ionization, and later 
improved the technique and demonstrated its applicability to 
analytical chemistry (5, 41 - 45). Schenck et al. 
first reported the application of LOG in flame to study 
molecular species (46). Turk et al. demonstrated that 
step-wise excitation laser-enhanced ionization (LEI), 
utilizing two electronic transitions connected by a common 
intermediate level, yields improved degree of selectivity 
and detection limits over single-photon LEI (47,48). 
Zaleweki et al. proved that optogalvanic effect in a hollow 
cathode discharge can be used as a selective detector 
specific to the intracavity absorption of analyte species in 
a flame, thus eliminating the need for a high resolution 
spectrograph (49). A good review of LEI spectroscopy is 
given by Travis et al. (50). 
The mechanism of optogalvanic effect (OGE) was first 
postulated in 1925 by Foote and Mohler (SI) and later 
observed experimentally by Penning (3). Mohler explained 
that ionization events, resulted in photoexcitation of 
atomic cesium in a thermionic didode cell, were not purely 
thermal collisional-energy augmentation process, and later 
proved the process to be associative ionization (52): 
hv . • ^ -
2 C# —• C» • C# —• C#2—Csj* • (2) 
where the outer electron is promoted to the ionization 
potential by a sequence of collisional and optical 
excitations. 
In 1928, Penning observed a change in the voltage drop 
across a neon discharge when illuminated by a second neon 
discharge and explained that the light from the second 
discharge perturbed the energy level populations in the 
first discharge and hence changed the ionization rate. 
These early observations of optical enhancement of 
collisional ionization had awaited the advent of lasers to 
be fully appreciated as a great potential for development of 
a valuable spectroscopic tool. 
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Optogalvic effect (OCE), the production of ionization 
by a combination collisional and discrete optical processes» 
is presented in Figure 1. Since both resonance and 
non-resonance transitions are possible for laser 
optogalvanic spectroscopy, it has also proved to be a 
spectroscopic technique with high selectivity. It also 
allows one to choose a suitable excitation wavelength where 
there is minimal spectral interference from impurity or from 
the Ne discharge gas. Many resonance and non-resonance 
lines of several elements have been successfully used for 
LOG spectroscopy. The sodium 599.0 nm resonance transition 
line yields one of the strongest LOG signals (1). An 
example of non-resonance transition line that provide good 
LOG signal is Cu I 578.2 nm line. Detailed study of this 
transition line is presented in the following chapters. 
Because of the complicated plasma physics involved in 
the discharges, magnitude and polarity of LOG signals in 
hollow cathode lamps vary depending on the discharge 
conditions and on the nature of the atomic states being 
radiatively coupled. There are four possible processes by 
which a sputtered analyte species M may be ionized in a neon 
discharge: 
Figure 1. Energy level representation of resonance 
optogalvanic effect (a) and non-resonance 
optogalvanic effect (b) 
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(5) 
where K is an atomic species (a sputtered metal atom) and Ne 
is a metastable neon excited state. These possible 
mechanisms were investigated for analyte (minor) species 
when the laser wavelength was tuned to a neon discharge gas 
transition (53), As expected, it was demonstrated that 
electron impact ionization is the dominant mode of 
ionization at normal operating discharge current (10 - 40 
mA), due to the increased electron flux in the hollow 
cathode cavity. It is interesting to note that at low 
discharge current (5 mA), Penning ionization become the 
dominant ionization process. Collisional excitation energy 
generated in the hollow cathode cavity could be optimized by 
using a proper design and geometry of cathode. 
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In rare gas discharge lamps, the various allowed 
electronic transitions yield LOG signals of different 
polarity. The more common type, negative LOG signal, 
corresponds to optical transition which enhanced the net 
collislonal ionization rate in the discharge. When the 
absorbed radiation produces transitions to higher states 
from which electron collislonal ionization proceeds more 
easily, the discharge voltage will decrease, because the 
electron temperature (electric field) required to sustain 
the ionization rate is decreased. However, when the 
absorbed radiation depletes* a well-populated metastable 
level, higher electron temperature is required to sustain 
the discharge and hence increasing the discharge voltage 
(6, 8, 21). At normal operating discharge current (10 - 40 
mA), the first effect plays a dominant role. As discharge 
current increases, both the net collisional ionization and 
the cathode sputtering efficiency increase. 
Since electric field, electron concentration, electron 
energy distribution and neon excited state concentration 
vary across the cathode cavity, the magnitude and polarity 
of LOG signal varies as different parts of the cathode 
cavity are irradiated. More relevant characteristics and 
parameter of hollow cathode discharges are discussed in a 
later chapter along with the design of demountable hollow 
cathode lamp. 
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Relevant Laser Properties 
LOG spectroscopy is one of the many new spectroscopic 
techniques which have benefited from the advent of the 
lasers. It is important to discuss some relevant 
characteristics of lasers that make them unique as an 
excitation source for LOG spectroscopy. 
Monochromaticity 
Hyperfine structure studies by high resolution 
spectroscopy demand extremely small spectral linewidth and 
high monochromaticity of lasers. Doppler broadening of the 
spectral line of atoms in a gas is in the order of a few GHz 
or about 10"^ times the frequency. (For example, the 
Doppler width of Cu X 578.2 nm line is about 1.5 GHz or 
0.0017 nm at 2 - 10 torr of gas pressure.) It is very 
difficult to resolve these narrow atomic lines using 
conventional light sources and spectrometers. Conventional 
light sources which emit many statistically independent wave 
trains have linewidths that are many orders of magnitude 
wider than Doppler widths of atoms and molecules. Also, the 
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resolution of a conventional spectrometer is instrumentally 
limited. On the contrary, laser linewidth as small as a few 
MHz or even KHz is achievable and hence the resolving power 
of laser spectroscopy is limited by the spectral linewidth 
of the atoms or molecules under study rather than the 
linewidth of the laser. Using Doppler-free spectroscopic 
techniques (54, 55), even sub-Doppler resolution can be 
achieved. Higher spectral resolution also enhances signal 
and improves detection sensitivity in absorption 
spectroscopy (54). 
Great selectivity enhancement of monochromatic laser 
light over conventional light sources is one of the most 
important advantages of lasers. The narrow laser linewidth 
favors the selectivity of optical excitation and results in 
the exclusive population of single atomic or molecular 
state. This allows one to perform spectroscopy of not only 
electronic ground states but also that of excited states. 
Using a laser, one could selectively study an atomic 
transition in the presence of many other absorbing or 
emitting species with little or no spectral interference. 
Selectivity is further enhanced by using multiphoton 
step-wise excitation schemes. 
Monochromaticity of lasers can be advantageously used 
for stray-light rejection in conventional spectroscopy such 
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as emission and fluorescence spectroscopy. However, it is 
not necessary for LOG spectroscopy which is insensitive to 
stray light or any kind of light scattering since no optical 
measurement is made. 
Tunability 
Lasers with tunable wavelength region ranging from 
the vacuum ultraviolet to the submillimeter are now 
available. The frequency of these lasers can be tuned 
within a narrow absorption or fluorescence linewidth around 
the appropriate frequency with a wide variety of tuning 
speed. Rapid scan rate could be used for spectroscopic 
investigations of short-lived intermediate radicals in 
chemical reactions. More frequency stabilized and slower 
scan mechanism could be used for line profile measurements 
of absorbing atomic and molecular transitions with high 
accuracy. The single-frequency ring dye laser employed in 
this research work is an example of these new generation 
lasers which can scan several GHz around the transition 
frequency in single-mode with a minimum of frequency jitter. 
This kind of tuning capability is certainly necessary for 
accurate measurements of isotope shifts in atomic hyperfine 
structures. 
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Power 
Considering the sharp linewidth and the narrow 
beam divergence attainable, the laser is incomparable in 
spectral power density. The energy density per unit 
frequency interval available is many orders of magnitude 
higher than conventional incoherent light sources. The 
power density is further amplified by several orders of 
magnitude when the laser beam is focused to a spot of very 
small dimension. This allows one to utilize laser photon 
fluxes for irradiation of very small volumes with high 
efficiency. High power density could also significantly 
reduce detector or background noise and hence improve the 
signal-to-noise ratio. Large excitation intensity is also 
useful in new nonlinear spectroscopic techniques such as 
Doppler-free two-photon excitation (31) and saturation 
spectroscopy (32, 33, 34), which yield higher resolution 
and selectivity. 
Spatial coherence 
The laser emits very directive beam of spatially 
coherent light. Spatial coherence of the laser output 
depends on the resonant modes and spatial distributions of 
the electromagnetic fields in the laser cavity. For the 
linearly-polarized transverse electromagnetic (TEM) field. 
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eigenmodes exist in the optical cavity which has finite 
rectangular or circular mirror apertures. The eigenmodes of 
rectangular symmetry can be designated by TEM ^ where i, 
j and k-1 are the number of modes in the x, y and z 
directions respectively; with z direction being the axis of 
the cavity. Since the cross-sectional field distribution of 
a mode in the xy plane is almost independent of the large 
number of longitudinal modes k, it is easier to use TEM to 
represent these field patterns. The amplitude of the laser 
light exhibits a Gaussian distribution around the beam axis 
when the laser is operated using the lowest-order mode, 
namely TEM QQ . The optical field across the beam is 
where w is the beam radius at the beam waist. The angular 
distribution of the optical field can be represented as 
where da is the beam divergence and related to wavelength 
and beam waist by 
B(r) = E Q exp ( - r^/ ) (*) 
2(0) - A exp t- ( e / da )^ ] (7) 
de = A/ n w (8) 
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A laser beam of unlphase TEN qq mode has the lowest 
diffraction loss and the electric field has a constant phase 
across the entire wavefront. It also has the smallest 
angular divergence outside the cavity and the beam can be 
focused down to the smallest spot size to obtain highest 
power density. The spot size is given by fde, where f is 
the focal length. Conventional spatially-incoherent light, 
with many TEM modes present, can not be focused without 
sacrificing power. Thus, lasers have definite advantage for 
spectroscopic methods which* require high spatial resolution. 
Since the magnitude of optogalvanic signal varies as 
different parts of the hollow cathode cavity are irradiated, 
it is important to use a well-collimated laser beam to 
achieve spatially optimized LOG signal. Concentration of 
the laser beam intensity also yields a strong optical field, 
which can induce a wide variety of nonlinear optical effects 
in multiphoton LOG spectroscopic techniques. 
Temporal coherence 
The ability of pulsed or mode-locked lasers to provide 
short and intense light pulses with pulse widths as narrow 
-14 
as 10 s allows the study of fast transient phenomena. 
High temporal resolution of pulsed lasers can be 
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advantageously used to investigate transient laser 
transition rates using pulsed optogalvanic effect (16). 
Time resolution is also useful for discrimination of stray 
radiation and Rayleigh scattering in some spectroscopic 
detection such as fluorescence; but it is not necessary for 
LOG detection since no optical measurement is made. However 
pulsed optogalvanic signal collection can be employed to 
suppress electrical interferences using appropriate 
synchronous detection and electronic gating (45). Nonlinear 
LOG spectroscopic techniques enjoy the high peak power 
available from pulsed lasers (26, 29, 48). 
Polarization 
Lasers are either normally plane polarised or 
forced to be plane polarized by the use of intracavity 
optics. This laser property is useful in some 
light-detecting spectroscopic methods for rejection of Raman 
and Rayleigh scattering by using proper orientation of the 
detector with respect to the laser polarization. It is not 
applicable to LOG spectroscopy since LOG detection scheme is 
insensitive to any kind of optical background noise. 
However, laser polarization can be advantageously used to 
study some polarization dependent optogalvanic effects to 
obtain new spectral information. It was demonstrated that 
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different optogalvanic signals were observed for some 
nonlinear transition schemes when irradiated by a linearly 
polarized laser and a circularly polarized laser (30). 
The new information obtained from polarization dependent LOG 
signals could be used to assist spectral assignment of 
complicated spectra. 
Advantages of Laser Optogalvanic Spectroscopy 
As discussed in the preceding sections, it is apparent 
that optogalvanic detection scheme has been successfully 
employed in an increasing number of linear and nonlinear 
spectroscopic techniques. The principle advantages of LOG 
spectroscopy that have attracted spectroscopists from many 
research areas are outlined here. 
Direct electrical signal generation 
In LOG spectroscopy electrical signal is directly 
generated from optical absorption. Since the primary signal 
is electric, no intermediate step of optical-to-electrical 
transformation is necessary for signal display. Because no 
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optical detection is made, it also eliminates all collection 
and dispersion optics, monochromators, photodiodes and 
photomultipliers. The best feature is the fact 
that all optical background noises such as Rayleigh and 
Raman scattering, room light and flame background noise are 
irrelevant in LOG spectroscopy. 
Narrow linewidth 
Most laser linewidths are much narrower than the 
Doppler or Lorenzian linewidths of atoms in discharge or 
flame. Since the electrical signal is generated directly 
from optical absorption in LOG spectroscopy, the 
experimental resolution is limited by the analyte bandwidth 
rather than the spectrometer slit function as in 
conventional spectroscopic technique. 
Selectivity 
Taking advantage of useful contribution of collisional 
processes, it is feasible to observe optogalvanic effect in 
discharges for both resonance and non-resonance transitions. 
The unsual sensitivity of non-resonance lines (transitions 
originating from excited states) in addition to resonance 
lines allows one to choose an appropriate excitation 
wavelength where there is minimal spectral interference. 
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High selectivity also help in confirmation of spectral 
identifications in complicated spectra. 
Sensitivity 
Detection limits of several elements established for 
flame LOG spectroscopy vary depending on the ionization 
potential of the element. Although sensitivity for some 
elements (Sr, Cr, Pd, Cu) does not seem to be as good as 
that of other flame spectroscopic techniques, many others 
yield much superior detection limits. For example, Li 
detection limit of 1 pg/ml is approaching the theorectical 
limit of 100 % ionization and collection efficiency (50). 
For Ha, the potential sensitivity exceeds the ability of the 
researcher to avoid contamination during sample preparation. 
Collisional excitation 
In fluorescence spectrometry, collisional processes 
often decrease the quantum efficiency (56). Conversely in LOG 
spectroscopy, collisional processes are the essential forces 
for the overall excitation scheme. Furthermore, high-lying 
metastable states play a special role in collisional 
ionization rate in a rare gas discharge (57), They could 
induce a large energy level change that is many times the 
energy of the excitation photons, by getting promoted to a 
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short-lived state and then rapidly decaying to the ground 
state (58). This energy amplification yields enhancement of 
collisional ionization rate, because the collisional 
ionization rate is exponentially proportional to the 
electron binding energy (59). 
Kultiphoton optogalvanic effect 
Transitions from ground states to high-lying level 
(7.2 eV) normally have low absorption coefficients and 
require very high laser power at short wavelengths. These 
problems can be overcome by using multiphoton excitation 
schemes where absorption cross sections are generally more 
favorable. Sensitivity improvement of a few orders of 
magnitude was demonstrated for two-photon stepwise 
excitation (47). Selectivity is also significantly improved 
since the probability of both transitions simultaneously 
coinciding with two transitions of another element is 
extremely small. Several oxides of refractory elememts (46) 
and non- volatile metals and compounds have also been 
successfully analyzed by LOG spectroscopy using analytical 
flames. 
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Dynamic range 
Linear dynamic range of 4 - 5 orders of magnitude has 
been observed for several elements. 
Effective use of higher laser power 
In laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy, if too much 
laser power is used, optical absorption is saturated while 
source light scattering increases proportionally with laser 
power. Optical and electrical saturation also restrict the 
signal increase with laser power in LOG spectroscopy. 
However, because of the absence of optical noise generation, 
LOG spectroscopy has the advantage of having higher limit of 
useful laser power. 
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CHAPTER II. INTRODUCTION TO ANALYSIS OF 
ATOMIC HYPERFINE STRUCTURE 
Review 
Hyperfine structures and isotope shifts of optical 
transitions have been studied for several elements since the 
early observation of hyperfine splitting by Merton in 1919 
(60) and the interpretation*of nuclear structure from it by 
Bohr in 1922 (61). Many spectroscopic techniques have 
been developed for the analysis of hyperfine structures and 
precision measurements of electric and magnetic moments of 
the nucleus. Before the advent of lasers, high spectral 
resolution necessary to study hyperfine splittings was 
achieved by using Fabry-Perot étalons and several variations 
of specially designed hollow cathode lamps (62 - 70). 
Atomic beam sources (70 - 73) were also developed and used 
to minimize the Doppler broadening of the linewidths. 
Improved Fabry-Perot interferometers were used later to 
study isotope shifts in many elements including Sn (74), 
Pb II (75), Mo (76, 77), Hf II (78), Hi (79), and Ce 
(80). Steudel, Heilig and many other workers employed 
Fabry-Perot spectrometers with scanning and recording 
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capabilities to measure isotope shifts of light elements 
(81, 82) and several other nuclei (83 - 90). Other kinds of 
interferometers such as Hilger quartz Lummer-Gehrcke 
interferometer (91) and reflecting Echelon interferometer 
(92) were also demonstrated to be useful. While 
interferometers seemed to be the choice tool for hyperfine 
structure studies at the time, some workers still enjoyed 
reasonable results using more conventional but elaborate 
tools such as Fastie-Ebert type vacuum spectrograph with 
photographic recording (93), or 9.1-m focal-length 
Cserny-Turner type spectrometer (94). In addition to the 
hyperfine structure analysis of stable elements, some 
studies have also been done on unstable short-lived isotopes 
(95) and radio-active materials (96, 97). 
Although hyperfine structure studies have been made for 
several decades, it was not until the recent developments of 
tunable dye lasers that measurements for a large number of 
elements with high spectral resolution and precision were 
possible at optical transitions ranging from infrared to 
ultra-violet regions. New laser-based techniques were 
developed and many optical transitions for several elements 
were studied at a rapid pace. Griffith et al. suggested 
measuring hyperfine splittings with high accuracy by 
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determining the heterodyne beat frequency between two lasers 
locked to different transitions of atoms in an atomic beam 
(96). Lewis et al. employed continuous wave (cw) tunable 
dye laser and atomic-beam techniques to achieve improved 
sensitivity and significant narrowing of linewidth (99. 
100). Doppler-free saturation spectroscopy (101) and 
two-photon techniques (102 - 106) were utilized by other 
workers. 
Constant improvement of dye laser technology assures 
increasing accuracy and reliability of hyperfine structure 
measurements for more elements. In this chapter and in 
Chapter III, ve will discuss the measurement of hyperfine 
splittings using a state-of-the-art ring dye laser and the 
optogalvanic detection scheme. 
Analysis of Atomic Hyperfine Structure 
Since Michelson (107) and Fabry and Perot (108) 
discovered nearly a century ago that there were groups of 
closely spaced lines inside a fine structure, many 
suggestions have been made to explain the theory behind the 
complex of these components. Initially it was assumed that 
different isotopes emitted at slightly shifted frequencies 
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because of the difference in nuclear mass. However, this 
effect alone was not enough to explain the rather wide range 
that hyperfine components could spread out. For example, 
Pb-207 isotope could disperse its four hyperfine components 
- 1  
in a range as wide as 18 GHz or 0.6 cm in the Pb I 601.2 
nm transition. Furthermore, splitting of hyperfine 
components was still observed even after eliminating the 
isotope shift effect by using a pure single-isotope source 
element. It was Pauli (109) who first proposed that 
hyperfine splitting was due to the interaction of the 
magnetic moment of the nucleus with the magnetic field 
induced by the electrons. So it became clear that the 
experimentally observed groups of closely spaced lines were 
indeed the result of both isotope shift effect and hyperfine 
splitting. Isotope shift is dependent on the mass 
difference of isotopes and the changes in the radial moments 
of the nuclear charge distribution between isotopes, while 
hyperfine splitting is due to the nuclear-electron electric 
and magnetic interactions. The development of quantum 
mechanics accelerated the process of understanding the 
nuclear and atomic properties, and many theoretical 
developments were made on both hyperfine splitting and 
isotope shift effects. 
For the benefit of discussions presented later in this 
chapter, these effects are very briefly reviewed here. 
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Isotope shift 
The isotope shift (IS) observed in atomic spectra is 
the sum of field shift (FS) or volume shift and mass shift 
(MS). 
IS = FS + MS (9) 
Field shift The FS is due to changes in the 
electronic charge density at the nucleus and the mean square 
charge radius between two isotopes. The FS between two 
isotopes with mass A ^  and A j (where j » 1*1) in electronic 
transition t is given by 
A-A. 
^ (field shift) » F^ C ^  J (10) 
F ^  depends only on electronic properties and can be 
presented as a product of electronic factor E ^  and 
correction factor i{Z\. 
(11)  
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Electronic factor is proportional to A|\|l(0)|« . the 
change of the total non-rel»itivistic electron density at a 
point nucleus, and 
. ( n a^ / : ) A|n#(0)| • (12) 
where a< is the Bohr radius and Z is the nuclear charge. 
The function f(Z) includes corrections to E. due to 
relativistic effects and finite nuclear charge distribution. 
It is related to the theoretical isotope shift constant for 
A A 
a uniformly charged nuclear sphere, K i : as 
A. A-
Kj.U l«eq /«O ' ] ' • 
!  I t / 2 )  /  ' I  ]  ' - 3  
where R ^ » (5/33 < r > 
eq 
A =' (A.~A.) /  2  < : i  
-) 1 » /-> 
a = (l-oC- Z' f 
? 
and <r > is the mean square radius of the proton 
distribution. 
A A 
The factor C i j characterizes the changes in the r*2:& 
nuclear charge distribution between the isotopes. 
- d<r-> "i": - #<r<>"i": 
- (Kj/K, ) 4<r^ >^i^j -
( IT) 
Seltzer (110) calculated the values for Is levels using 
self-consistent-field (SCD solutions of the Pirac equation, 
and the result of K„/K, values indicated that the 
n 1 
contributions of the higher charge moments are negligible, and 
the electron wavefunction is nearly constant over the nuclear 
volume. Thus it is approximated that C * J is proportional 
to the change of a single moment I < r^®> 
cVj r «<T '> ,ie, 
For light elements »= (1'4^ approaches 1 and the 
field shift becomes proportional to the change in mean 
square radius between the isotopes. 
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Mass shift Neglecting spin-orbit coupling, Hughes 
and Eckart (111) suggested that the MS can be presented as 
t%e sum of normal mass shift (NMS) and specific mass shift 
(SMS). 
MS « NMS * SMS (19) 
J 
(mass shift) - ( (A-A^ )/A^Aj}[.V^(r.orraI,' 
* specific)} (20} 
The NMS is the reduced mass correction and calculated from 
(normal) » /1836.1 (21) 
where is the frequency of the transition in cm"^ . 
The specific mass shift is due to the effect of electron-
electron correlation on the recoil kinetic energy of the 
nucleus. It depends on the number of atomic electrons and 
inversely proportional to the square of the nuclear mass. 
The absolute value of K^(specific) could be many times 
larger than (normal) and hence not negligible. 
Unfortunately, the calculation of the SMS have been less 
successful and caused difficulties for extraction of field 
shift from the experimentally observed isotope shift. 
Among all kinds of shifts mentioned above, only the WIS 
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is always positive (i.e. the heavier isotope shifted toward 
higher frequency). The SMS could shift to higher or lower 
frequency, depending on both nuclear and atomic factors. 
The field shift (FS) could also have positive or negative 
shift depending on whether the upper or lower level has the 
larger electronic charge density at the nucleus. 
More detailed discussions of theoretical outline and 
experimental observation of optical isotope-shift parameters 
can be found in some review papers (62, 100, 112, 113). 
Hyperfine splitting 
While isotope shifts reveal characteristics of changes 
in the radial nuclear charge distribution between isotopes, 
hyperfine structure yields accurate information on nuclear 
magnetic dipole moments and electric quadrupole moments. 
Spectral splitting of a single isotope into two or more 
hyperfine components is due to the interaction of the 
nuclear magnetic moment with electronic magnetic field. The 
number of hyperfine splittings F depends on the nuclear 
angular momentum of the isotope I, and the electronic 
angular momentum J. 
F = (I+J), (I+J)-l, (I+J)-2, (I-J) (22) 
For the Cu I 578.2 ntn ( ) transition, 
J'=3/2 and J=l/2, and both Cu-63 and Cu-65 has 1*3/2. 
Therefore, for each isotope, there are two hyperfine 
splittings F = 2, 1 at the upper level and four hyperfine 
splitting* F'" 3, 2, 1, 0 at the lower level. The seletis 
rule, Af* 21, 0, allows six hyperfine transitions Kp,p as 
shown in Figure 2. Consequently, each Cu-63 and Cu-ê5 
isotope has a set of six hyperfine components, end thus 
resulting in a 12-co&ponent hyperfine structure. 
Hyperfine component strengths 
In order to simulate theoretical hyperfine structure 
for isotope ratio analysis, one must first determine the 
strengths of all hyperfine components. Relative hyperfine 
component strengths of a set of hyperfine lines are well 
defined, and can be calculated based on their direct 
relation to the excitation or emission rate. Excitation 
•> 
rate is directly proportional to ( , where ( can be 
defined by the equation 
I s<«C "IFMpI e .r > (23) 
for weak fields, assuming that no optical, fine structure 
hyperfine structure pumping effects exist, d, J, F and 
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•re parameters for the upper level and rf* » J', F' and K^, arc 
A 
parameters for the lower level of the atomic transition. £ 
.ts the polarization vector and r is the position vector. F:r 
linear polarization along the z axis, 
I • ((dJirXpl :|| d'j 
f:5' 
CK ) 
where 7  ^  is a spherical tensor of rank k in J space with 
k»2 and q«0. Thus, 
The Wigner-Sckart theorem (114) is then used to remove the 
dependence of matrix elements of T^^^^on the magnetic quantur, 
numbers M_ and K^, . The result is 
( = "F 
V'F ^ ^F/^ 
( 2 7 )  
where ( lis # 3j symbol and 
/ F  1  F * \  
(-V 0 
^«tJIF II r II iC'J'IF'^ is a reduced matrix 
clement and is independent of M ^  and q . 
3C 
Now, operates only in the J space, and nuclear 
coordinate is no longer involved. The reduced matrix 
element can be defined (114) by the equation 
<<JIF||r t'"|| ^  J ir > 
r 1 F' 
1/2 F 1 F» 
J' I J 
where 
I J 
</:|| 
(:f) 
is a 6j symbol. By combining equation 28, 
27 and 23, it is apparent that the excitation rate ( is 
directly proportional to the transition strength K and 
K [F 
/f 1 F'\^ _ 
i)(2F -n 
F 1 F» 
J» I J 
(29; 
To find the total strength K , equation 29 must be 
summed over all Mp and then ever all Mp, . For M? = 
[F'-F] ' 3% K 
Kp 
*F' 
- FKp] (30j 
IF I F'l ^  / F 1 F'V I E I I J' I J) Kp y-Mj, 0 KpJ 
MP. 
(31) 
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Since the last term in equation 31 becomes unity (114), 
the final expression for the relative hyperfine component 
strength is 
i: 1 F • » ^ Kp, J, = (2F+1)(2P ' + 1) { I (32) 
Similarly, one can calculate the decay rate or 
spontaneous emission rate. |r| " 
using 
1 
r . (4#/3)*/2 2 (-1)9 Î  (33) 
q»-l 9 
and derive the intensity in spontaneous emission for 
thermally populated distribution as 
!
F' I F 
J 
J I J'j 
Equation 34 is the same as equation 3 2 ,  since the two 6j 
(34) 
j F' 1 F J ( F I F' 1 
symbols ( / and { > 
(j I J' ) ( J' I J ) 
are 
identical. Thus, the hyperfine component strengths 
determined from both excitation and emission rates yield the 
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identical results. 
Using equation 32 or 34, the six hyperfine component 
strengths ' *^12 *^01 ^ 
578.2 nm line, as shown in Figure 2, are calculated and the 
results agree with the experimentally measured strengths. 
Simulation of Doppler-broadened hyperfine profile 
The natural linewidth of an atomic line is broadened 
by two major effects, the Doppler and Lorentzian broadening. 
The Doppler broadening is the frequency variations due to 
the thermal motion of the atoms. For a given atomic line, 
the Doppler full width at half maximum (FWHM) depends only 
on the translational temperature and can be defined by the 
expression 
A v ^  = 7.16 2  X  10"?  V p  (T/A)l/2 (35) 
where V q xb the center frequency, ie the Doppler FVrtiM, 
T is the absolute temperature and A the atomic weight. The 
Lorentzian broadening is due to the collision of radiating 
particles with one another and the consequent interruption 
of absorption or emission of radiation. Since the frequency 
of collisions is directly proportional to the density, the 
Figure 2. Hyp#rfine transitlona of copp#r-63 or 
copp«r-65 iaotop* for th« Cu I 5782 *A 
lin# 
40 
K K K K 
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Lorentzlan Ilnewldth (FWHM) Is proportional to the density 
or pressure. The normal operating gas pressure inside a 
hollow-cathode lamp is only 2-5 torr, and thus the 
Lorentzlan broadening is very small and negligible compared 
to the Doppler broadening. Therefore, simulation of 
actual absorption profiles can be done reliably by 
considering the Doppler broadening alone. 
A Doppler-broadened hyperfine profile can be computed 
point by point as a function of frequency using the 
following Gaussian frequency distribution equation 
where is the relative peak intensity at central 
frequency, A is the mass of atom (or isotope), c is the 
speed of light, R is the gas constant and T the 
temperature. For the Cu I 576.2 nm transition, there are 12 
hyperfine components, and the simulated atomic hyperfine 
profile can be computed by summing over the 12 individual 
Doppler-broadened contributions. Therefore, 
Ky » Kg exp ^(-AcV2RgT)| (V-Vo)/Vo (36) 
rt 
Here m is the total number of hyperfine components. 
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To simulate the actual absorption profiles using 
equation 37, one must next find values, the magnitudes 
of the hyperfine shifts. For the Cu I 578.2 nm transition, 
there are 22 hyperfine-component central frequencies and the 
hyperfine shift values ( i.e. ^ o»n+l ~ ^0,1 ) have 
been reported by other workers using various types of high 
resolution measurement methods (115 - 118). However, 
these values vary slightly, depending on the measurement 
method, the electric field and the geometry and dimension of 
the discharge electrodes used. Since it is essential to 
-1 
obtain these values with high accuracy (within +0.0005 cm ) 
for the isotope ratio calculations, one must determine them 
for the specific type of discharge plasma used. This is 
accomplished by least-squares fitting of experimental 
hyperfine profiles collected from a sample with known 
isotope abundances while varying each ^ by 0.001 cm~^ at 
a time until a set of „ which yields the best matching i/# n 
theoretical profile is obtained. 
Once all the K ^  values (the relative 
u$X f *4 
hyperfine-component strengths) and . values (the 
u#X0 *4^ 
hyperfine-component frequencies) have been determined, one 
can simulate theoretical hyperfine profiles for various 
combinations of isotope ratio R, and plasma temperature T 
using equation 37. R is the ratio of isotope abundances of 
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copper-63 and copper-65 isotopes. It is used to adjust the 
relative absorption strengths of the two isotopes, 
K (Cu-63) and K (Cu-65). Figure 3 shows the two 
0 f n 01 n 
6-component sets of hyperfine structure simulated for Cu-63 
and Cu-65, using the natural-abundance ratio Cu-63/Cu-65 of 
2.235, and plasma temperature of 2400 *K for the upper 
trance and the 20 *K for the lower traces. Six hyperfine 
components for each Cu-63 and Cu-65 isotopes are displayed 
with dashed line and solid line respectively. The upper 
trace is simulated to match* an actual experimental 
absorption profile collected by optogalvanic detection using 
a hollow-cathode discharge. The isotope ratio of an unknown 
analyte sample can be calculated by matching the 
experimental hyperfine profile to these theoretical profiles 
and picking the set which yields the least sum of squares of 
the deviations (SSO). 
The extraction of isotope ratio information from 
the atomic hyperfine structure data, and the application of 
this technique to real samples, using a specially 
constructed demountable hollow cathode discharge, will be 
discussed in the following chapter. 
Figure 3. Doppler-broadened atomic hyperfîme structure 
of Cu I 5782 transition. Simulated for 
1400 K ( Top ) and 20 K ( Bottom ) with 
hyperfine components of Cu-63 and Cu-65 
shown as dashed lines and solid lines 
respectively 
I I I I 
17289.6 17289.8 17290.0 17290.2 
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CHAPTER III. STABLE ISOTOPE RATIO ANALYSIS 
BASED ON ATOMIC HYPERFINE STRUCTURE 
AND OPTOGALVANIC SPECTROSCOPY 
Review 
Reliable and safe application of isotopes as analytical 
tracers is highly essential in many areas, including 
biomedical, environmental and geochronological sciences. 
Because of their unique properties, both radioactive and 
non-radioactive isotopes have been readily employed in 
various tracer techniques in these fields. It is well-known 
that the presence of trace levels of both essential and 
non-essential elements can vitally affect biological 
processes. Various diseases have been diagnosed as the 
direct results of toxic effects of some trace elements, 
deficiencies of certain trace elements or genetically 
defective mineral metabolism (119). It is important to 
investigate how and where mineral elements are absorbed, 
allocated and accumulated in various parts of the body. 
Chemical balance studies and administration of radioactive 
tracers have been the most frequently used techniques for 
these studies. Many disadvantages of the balance method 
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Include: the inability to differentiate the unabsorbed 
dietary losses and the endogenous loss, the requirement of 
several weeks of time to establish equilibrium in the level 
of intake, and the tedious laboratory determination* of 
intake and output. Techniques employing radioactive 
isotopes yield faster and more accurate results compared to 
the balance method. Scheinberg et al. (120) and Neumann et 
al. (121) employed the radioactive copper-64 isotope to 
study the metabolic pathways of red blood cell copper in 
Wilson's disease, the progressive fatal copper toxicity 
caused by the defect in the* regulation of copper metabolism. 
Wrenn et al. used the radioactive thorium-229 isotope as 
tracer for the analysis of human tissues (122). 
Some radioactive isotopes have also been used for sample 
analysis in environmental and geochronological sciences. 
Radioisotope Pb-212 was used as yield tracer for 
determination of lead concentration and distribution in sea 
water (123). Pb-210 in surface soil sample was measured 
by using Gamma spectrometry (124). However, the 
application of these radioisotopes in humans and other 
radiation-sensitive subjects is severely limited because of 
their hazardous nature. 
Measurements of abundances of stable isotopes have been 
reported using various techniques, such as neutron 
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activation analysis (125 - 127) and a variety of mass 
spectrometric methods, including GC-MS (128, 129), thermal 
ionization MS (130), field ionization MS (131), ICP-MS 
(132, 133), fast atom bombardment MS (135) and spark 
source MS (136, 137). Some of these techniques require 
extensive sample preparation such as separation and 
chelation of analyte metal. The major disadvantage of all 
mass spectrometric methods is the interference caused by 
other ions having exactly the same m/e value as the analyte. 
The resolving power of most' commercial mass spectrometers is 
not sufficient to avoid interference caused by some ions 
(134), and the overall sensitivity decreases if higher 
resolving powers are used. 
In this chapter, we present a new approach to stable 
isotope ratio analysis based on atomic hyperfine structure 
available from the optical absorption profile. This 
analytical spectroscopic scheme is virtually interference-
free because of the highly selective and specific nature of 
atomic hyperfine structures. Each atomic hyperfine 
structure is a spectroscopic "fingerprint" of an atomic 
species and has its own unique shape and profile within a 
range of frequency equal to or narrower than 15 GHz or 0.5 
—1 
cm . It is virtually impossible to have a hyperfine 
structure of another element with identical lineshape at the 
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same frequency. Thus one could study a minor 
constituent in a complex matrix without extensive 
sample preparation. 
A single-frequency tunable continuous-wave ring dye 
laser is used as the optical excitation source. 
Samples are electrodeposited on the cathode of a 
specially designed and constructed demountable 
hollow-cathode lamp which serves both as the atomizer 
and detector. Doppler-broadened hyperfine profiles are 
collected by monitoring the optogalvanic signal 
generated between the two electrodes of the discharge 
when the laser frequency is scanned across the optical 
transition. All hyperfine components that are 
convoluted under the Doppler-limited spectrum can be 
recovered by matching the experimental and theoretical 
hyperfine profiles using a least-squares criterion, and 
the relative isotopic abundances of all isotopes 
present can be determined with good accuracy and 
precision. This scheme will be demonstrated for the 
analysis of Cu-63 and Cu-65 isotopes using the 
2 2 
hyperfine structure of the Cu I 578.2 nm, D3/2 " ^ 1/2 
transition. 
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Experimental 
A schematic diagram of the experimental setup for 
optogalvanic measurement of atomic hyperfine structure is 
shown in Figure 4. A Control argon ion laser Model 5S4A 
(Orlando, FL) operating at 3.3 W all-line output is used to 
pump a Spectra-Physics Model 380A single-frequency cw ring 
dye laser (Mountain View, CA). The ring dye laser is 
passively stabilized to provide tunable single-frequency 
radiation (40 MHz jitter, peak-to-peak) which can be 
electronically scanned over 30 GHz with selectable starting 
frequency and scanning rate. Rhodamine 590 dye (Exciton 
Chemical Co., Dayton, OH) is used in the ring dye laser to 
obtain about 250 mW of stable single-frequency output power 
using 3.3 W of pump power. A small fraction of the dye 
laser beam is sent to a Burleigh Instruments Model WA-20 
wavemeter (Fishers, NY) for laser frequency calibration. 
The I/O port of the wavemeter is interfaced to a Digital 
Equipment Corp. PDF 11/10 minicomputer (Maynard, MA) to 
collect and store the frequency values. Since the wavemeter 
measures the laser frequency in vacuum, all frequency values 
collected in the computer are the vacuum frequency values 
and accurate to 0.01 cm"^ . A Rofin Model 7510 mechanical 
chopper (Newton Upper Falls, MA) is used to modulate the 
Figura 4. Block diagram of tha axparimantal arrangement 
for optogalvanic maasuramant of atomic 
hyparfina structura. Optical patha are 
shown aa dashed lines and electrical 
connectiona are ahown as aolid lines 
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laser beam at 1 KHz modulation frequency. The dye 
laser beam is directed into the cathode cavity of the 
home-made demountable hollow-cathode discharge operated 
by a constant-current power supply. The resulting 
optogalvanic signal is sent to a Princeton Applied 
Research Model HR-8 lock-in amplifier (Princeton, NJ) 
where a 1-sec time constant is used. The output of the 
lock-in amplifier is connected to a Keithley Model 160B 
digital voltmeter (Cleveland, OH), and the analog 
output of the voltmeter is digitized via one of the ADC 
channels of the Laboratory Peripheral System (LPS-11) 
of the minicomputer. The computer takes simultaneous 
readings of both optogalvanic signal from the lock-in 
amplifier and the laser frequency from the wavemeter 
every 0.5 sec, and the real-time spectrum is displayed 
on a Visual Technology Inc. Model 550 graphics video 
terminal (Tewksbury, MA). The real-time spectrum 
monitoring is useful in detecting any experimental 
defects such as laser mode-hopping, while the 
experiment is in progress. All experimental hyperfine 
profiles are collected using the scan range of 27 GHz 
( 0.9 cm"^ ) and the scan time of 100 sec. 
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Demountable hollow-cathode lamp (DKCL) as atomizer-detector 
Because of its ability to provide an intense source of 
narrow lines for most elements, the hollow-cathode lamp 
has been most commonly used in atomic absorption 
spectroscopy. Several types of demountable hollow cathode 
lamps (DHCL) with interchangable cathodes have been 
reported to yield satisfactory results and some of these 
economically more efficient lamps are available 
commercially (136 - 145). However, DHCLs currently 
available utilize a rather large piece of analyte metal as 
cathode material, and therefore it is impossible to use 
them as both atomizer and detector for trace concentration 
analysis. In our research work, the DHCL not only serves 
as an atomizer and sample holder but also as a detector 
for optogalvanic signal. For trace concentration 
analysis, it requires that the lamp's demountable "host" 
cathode be able to hold a small amount (a few microgram) 
of analyte material and still provides the advantages of a 
sealed hollow-cathode lamp such as rapid warm-up, narrow 
linewidth, high sputtering of analyte material, stability, 
long lifetime and ease of operation. A DHCL which has all 
these qualities was specially designed and constructed 
using materials available at the Ames Laboratory 
storerooms. 
Figure 5. D<mountable hollow-cathode atomiser-detector 
(A) Nylon bolt for securing vacuum for 
cathode rod 
(B) Nylon vacuum flange 
(C) 2-in long l/4-in-20 bolts 
(D) Stainless-steel vacuum flange 
(E) O-rings 
(F) O-rings 
(G) Screw-mount cathode assembly 
(See Figure 6 for close-up) 
(H) Quarts window 
(I) Tungsten anode 
CJ) Pyrex-to-Kovar joint 
(K) Nylon bolt for securing vacuum for 
anode rod 

Figure 6. Close-up of demountable hollow-cathode 
assmbly 
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DHCL design 
As shown in Figure 5, the DHCL is constructed using 
m 1.5-in outside diameter (o.d.) 6-in. long Pyrex-to-Kovar 
joint. A quartz window is attached on the Pyrex end of the 
joint using Armstrong A-12 adhesive (Armstrong Products 
Co., Warsaw, IN). A 3-in diameter stainless-steel vacuum 
flange is welded on the Kovar end of the joint. A 3-in 
diameter, 3/4-in thick nylon flange, mounted with cathode 
and anode, serves as a two-conductor electrical vacuum 
feedthrough. A 1-7/6 in o.d., 1/fi-in wall 0-ring and six 
2-in long l/4-in-20 bolts are used to secure the vacuum 
between the nylon flange and the stainless-steel flange. 
The cathode and anode are mounted on the nylon flange 
through the central axis of 3/6-in o.d. and 1/2-in o.d. 
nylon bolts respectively. The nylon bolts are screwed onto 
the nylon flange through O-rings to achieve vacuum seal. 
Figure 6 shows the close-up of the demountable hollow-
cathode assembly. A 1/6-in diameter nickel rod (or copper 
rod) serving as the cathode is screw-mounted in a 4«mm 
inner diameter, 8-mm long nickel cathode housing through 
5-40 thread. (The high-purity nickel used for cathode 
housing, containing less than 0.9 ppm copper, was obtained 
locally from the Ames Laboratory.) Pyrex tubing is sealed 
on the cathode assembly to insulate the outer surfaces of 
cathode rod and cathode housing from the electric field, and 
thus confining the cathode sputtering inside the cathode 
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cavity. A 1/16-in diameter, 7-in long tungsten welding rod 
(Welders Engineering Research Co., Charlotte, NC, Cleaned 
Finish) is used as the anode. The gap between the cathode 
and the anode is 9 mm. The anode rod is approximately 1-in 
longer than the cathode assembly so that the sharp edge of 
the tip of the anode is facing away from the cathode cavity. 
This reduces the chance of electrical arcing between the 
electrodes, especially at higher lamp current (more than 60 
mA), and gas pressure (more than 10 torr). The analyte, at 
trace level, is electrodeposited onto the small 1/8-in 
diameter end surface of the tip of the cathode rod. 
DHCL vacuum system 
To avoid copper contamination, no brass tubing or 
valve is used throughout the vacuum line. Stainless-steel 
Cajon Ultra-torr fittings (Macedonia, OH) provide 
vacuum-tight seal with reusable, quick, finger-tight 
connections between the glass inlet and outlet of the lamp 
and the vacuum system. Matheson research grade (99 9999%) 
neon gas (East Rutherford, NJ) is used as the buffer gas, 
and the gas pressure is monitored by a MKS Instruments Model 
221A capacitance manometer (Burlington, MA) which has a 0 
- 10 torr full scale pressure range. Both static and 
flowing gas modes provide satisfactory lan^ stability and 
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performance. In flowing gas mode, fresh neon gas is 
continuously delivered to the lamp and thus providing 
virtually an unlimited lamp lifetime with high stability. 
Static mode, with sealed-off neon discharge gas inside the 
lamp, provides equally good lamp stability, and therefore 
most frequently used for all data collections. A 1/3 
HP mechanical vacuum pump (General Electric, Fort Wayne, IN) 
is used for the vacuum system. 
The OHCL can be disassembled and assembled, and 
the electrodes replaced, within a few seconds. While 
disconnecting the lamp from the vacuum system or breaking 
the vacuum, the mechanical pump is always left on to assure 
that no oil vapor from the pump is sucked into the lamp. 
The DHCL must be maintained hydrocarbon-free as much as 
possible to achieve good stability. After the vacuum has 
been broken and the electrodes exposed to the atmosphere, a 
baking period of 10 minutes is sufficient to restore a 
noise-free discharge baseline. Baking is done by simply 
firing the lamp at normal operating current (30 mA) and 
then flushing with the discharge gas. A reasonably stable 
galvanic baseline can be obtained even without any baking, 
each time the lamp is reassembled after exposure to the 
atmosphere. The lamp intensity and optogalvanic signal 
generated by this DHCL are comparable to or better than 
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those of a commercial hollow-cathode lamp (Perkin-Elmer 
Corp., Norwalk, CT) at similar lamp current. 
Electrodepositlon of sample on cathode 
Analyte is introduced into the DHCL atomizer-detector 
by depositing the material on the tip of the cathode rod. A 
simple operational circuit as shown in Figure 7 is 
constructed to perform controlled-potential 
electrodepositlon using the cathode rod as the working 
electrode, a platinum wire «s the counter electrode and a 
saturated-calomel electrode as the reference electrode. For 
the electrodepositlon of copper, a controlled-potential of 
-0.35 V vs. SCE is applied to the cathode rod. All the 
cathode rod surface that is submerged in the solution, 
except the flat tip surface area, is insulated by Teflon 
tape so that the electrodepositlon le concentrated on the 
small area (0.013 sg. in.) of the cathode tip. It Is 
Important, especially at trace level analysis, that all 
deposited material Is concentrated on the flat tip and not 
In the screw threads of the cathode rod, since only the flat 
tip area of the cathode rod is exposed to the discharge 
sputtering Inside the cathode cavity. All 
electrodepositions are done at pH 2 with potassium nitrate 
as supporting electrolyte. After deposition, the Teflon 
Figure 7, Operational circuit for controlled-potential 
electrodeposition 
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tape is removed and the cathode rod is rinsed with triply-
distilled deionized water and air dried before installation 
in the cathode housing. Before sealing the lamp, final 
cleansing is done by wiping the Pyrex tubing of the cathode 
assembly, the anode and the interior surface of the nylon 
flange with methanol to remove any fingerprints or trace 
organic contaminants. 
All copper stock solutions were prepared using triply-
distilled deionized water, stored in polyethylene bottles 
and used the same day as prepared. Enriched isotopes Cu-63 
(99.89 %) and Cu-65 (99.69 %) were purchased from the 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory and stock solutions were 
prepared by dissolving the isotopes in 10% nitric acid 
(containing less than 0.05 ppm copper). Natural-abundance 
copper stock solutions were prepared by dissolving 
electrolytic copper metal powder (Fisher Scientific Co., 
Fairlawn, NJ, Electrolytic Purified) in 2% nitric acid. 
Digestion of human whole blood sangle 
In order to extract trace amount of copper from the 
human whole blood sample, first it is necessary to digest 
it. h miniaturized Bethge digestion apparatus (146), as 
shown in Figure 8, was used for wet ashing of blood samples 
under total reflux and the unique control of the oxidizing 
Figure 8. Miniaturized Bethge digestion apparatus 
(A) Water-cooled reflux condenser 
(B) Cooling-water inlet and outlet 
(C) Reflux collector 
(D) Three-way stopcock 
(E) Water-distillate outlet 
(F) 50-ml round-bottom digestion bottle 
(C) Hemispherical heating mantle 
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power of perchloric acid. Human whole blood samples were 
obtained from the Ames Laboratory medical department. Each 
3-ml portions of whole blood samples were digested with 20 
ml of a 1:1 volume/volume mixture of 70% perchloric and 70% 
nitric acids in the Bethge apparatus. Digestion was done 
under total reflux to prevent loss of volatile metal 
chlorides. A reflux time of 30 minutes was sufficient to 
transform the dark-colored mixture of blood and acids into a 
clear solution. 
By adjusting the three-way stopcock, water condensate 
can be removed from the side-arm of the Bethge apparatus or 
returned to the boiling mixture. The oxidizing power of 
perchloric acid is directly proportional to its percent 
composition (concentration). For larger amounts of blood 
samples, water condensate can be removed from the side-arm 
in order to raise the perchloric acid concentration and 
increase the oxidizing power inside the digestion bottle. 
Wavemeter-computer interface 
Accuracy, precision and sensitivity of this isotopic-
ratio analysis scheme rely significantly on the 
reproducibility of good experimental hyperfine structures. 
The ring dye laser has a fairly good electronic 
wavelength-scanning mechanism with minimum scan-rate 
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deviation. However, for our fitting scheme of 
-1 
hyperfine-component frequencies with ± 0.0005 cm accuracy, 
even slight deviation is unacceptable. Hence the Burleigh 
wavemeter is interfaced to the PDF 11 minicomputer so that 
signal data can be collected simultaneously with the 
corresponding frequency values. The I/O port (25-pin "D" 
connector) of the wavemeter is connected to the LPSDR 
Digital I/O port of the LPS-11 Laboratory Peripheral System 
as shown in Table 1. The LPS-ll real-time sub-system is 
interfaced with the PDP-11 computer via the Unibus. The 
LPSDR Digital I/O system consists of a 16-bit buffered input 
register and a 16-bit buffered output register. The 
programmed instructions control the transfer of data between 
the digital I/O registers and memory. The laser frequency 
value from the wavemeter in BCD code is read and converted 
to base-lO number by subroutine WAVE3, a program written in 
FORTRAN (See Appendix for all computer program listings). 
The frequency value is then displayed on the Laboratory 
Peripheral System's LEDs in real-time. 
The wavemeter measures the laser wavelength by 
comparing the wavelength of the unknown laser with that of a 
prealigned built-in He-Ne laser. The measurement is made 
repeatedly and the frequency (or wavelength) value is 
updated on the LED display every 1.6 sec. The reliability 
of wavemeter-computer interface can be checked by comparing 
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Table 1. Pin Assignments for wavemeter-computer interface 
Burleigh wavemeter LPSOR Digital 
I/O port 1 I/O port 
Pin # Designation Pin # Designation 
17 BCOl 16 RC2E1N1 
5 BCD2 15 RC2E1N2 
18 BCD4 4 RC2E1N3 
6 BCD8 12 RC2E1N4 
7 Decimal pt. scan 7 RC2E1N5 
1 D6 scan 13 RC2E1N6 
8 End of scan 6 RC2B1N7 
4 DO scan 18 RC2E1N8 
16 D1 scan 22 RC2E1N9 
3 D2 scan 10 RC2E1N10 
15 D3 scan 19 RC2E1N11 
20 Error scan 24 RC2B1N12 
8 End of scan 2 Ext. New Data Rdy 
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the frequency value displayed on the wavemeter LEDs with the 
one simultaneously displayed on the computer LEDs. (Not a 
single disagreement or error between the two values was 
detected for a test of as many as 10,000 consecutive 
comparisons.) 
The wavemeter frequency-updating rate (every 1.6 sec) 
is too slow for our data-collection rate (every 0.5 sec). 
The result is inadequate resolution along the frequency 
coordinate with three or more optogalvanic signal values 
recorded for each frequency value, as shown in Figure 9. 
This problem is solved by using a 5-point data-smoothing 
routine to smooth the frequency coordinate. This is 
justified because the ring dye laser itself is stable to 40 
MHz» whereas the wavemeter has a resolution of only 300 
MHz. With simultaneous digitization of signal data and 
frequency values at high level of accuracy, excellent 
reproducibility of all experimental hyperfine profiles is 
achieved. 
Data treatment 
All experimental hyperfine profiles are collected using 
the program 0CE2M. The subroutine WAVE3 is called to collect 
the wavemeter frequency values. The program 0GE2M collects 2 
Flgur* 9. A typical* untreated experimental hyperfine 
profile digitized and stored in the computer 
(without smoothing of frequency coordinate) 
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signal data and corresponding frequency values 
simultaneously every second, and displays the hyperfine 
structure on the graphics terminal. The optogalvanic signal 
data and the laser frequency values are alternatively 
displayed on the computer LEDs. Exact synchronization of 
starting time between the laser scan and the data-collection 
program is not necessary, since spectrum matching of all 
profiles is frequency-based rather than time-based. At the 
end of the laser scan, the hyperfine structure is stored 
under a previously specified FTN file number. 
All calculations, including generation of theoretical 
profiles and least-squares fitting of experimental profiles, 
are done by using a Digital Equipment Corp. FOP 11/45 
minicomputr (Maynard, MA) with a floating-point processor. 
Program RTCU generates theoretical hyperfine profiles using 
various ratio R and temperature T values, A single profile 
or a table of profiles (20x10 or 10x5 table) can be 
generated and stored on the disk within a few seconds. 
Program CRAPH3 is used to inspect the reproducibility of 
all collected experimental profiles, by superimposing them 
on the graphics monitor. It is also used to determine the 
central frequencies V- of all the hyperfine 
components for a particular design of hollow-cathode lamp. 
Before matching the profiles, the computer determines the 
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baseline of each experimental profile. Then an adjusted 
baseline is determined, and the whole profile is normalized 
with respect to its area. Theoretical profiles are 
generated for the scan range of 0.9 cnT^ (27 GHz) using 
200 data points with 0.0045 cnT^ frequency increments. 
However, the same data point number (i.e. let to 200th) of 
the experimental profile may not have the identical 
frequency value. Hence a new set of frequency values, 
identical to that of the theoretical profile, is assigned to 
the experimental profile, and the corresponding optogalvanic 
signal intensities are computed. This allows the nth 
(n=l-200) data point of both profiles to have the same 
frequency value to the nearest +0 0005 cm"*. Least-squares 
fitting of profiles yields more reliable result by using 
this frequency-alignment routine. 
Program LARA2 takes a baseline-substracted, 
area^normalized and frequency-aligned experimental profile 
and matches with each theoretical profile stored in the 
reference tables. The sum of squares of the deviations 
(SSD) is calculated for each theoretical profile. The 
isotope ratio information is then obtained from the 
theoretical profile that yields the least SSD. For 
experimental profiles with noisy background, 5 to 21-point 
third-degree polynomial smoothing routines are available in 
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LARA2 to reduce the noise level without substantially 
degrading the spectral resolution. 
Results and Discussion 
Hyperfine-component strengths 
The six relative hyperfine-component strengths Kp,p 
for both the coppsr 63 and copper 65 isotopes are calculated 
using equation 32, and tabulated in Table 2. The 6j symbols 
are calculated using the FORTRAN program 6J. Numerical 
values of some of the 6j symbols are also listed by 
Weissbluth (147). Both isotopes yield the same K values 
since they have the same nuclear angular momentum of 1*3/2. 
Table 3 lists all twelve relative hyperfine-component 
strengths in the order they appear along frequency 
coordinate. Natural-abundance isotope ratio R of 2.235 is 
used to adjust the relative absorption strengths of the two 
isotopes, Kj,,p (Cu-63) and Kp,p (Cu-65). 
Hyperfine-component central frequencies 
Using the Kp,p values listed in Table 3, the 
hyperfine-component central frequencies, ' are 
calculated from data generated by a hoilow-cathode lamp 
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Table 2. Relative hyperfine-component strengths for 
a 
each copper isotope (For Cu 1 578.2 nm line) 
K = 1.0000 
32 
K = 0.3571 
21 
K • 0.3571 
22 
K = 0.3571 
11 
K » 0.0715 
12 
K 8 0.1429 
01 
a 
Both Cu-63 and Cu-65 isotopes have identical values. 
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Table 3. Relative hyperfine-component strengths for ail 
twelve components {For Cu I 578.2 nm line) 
^32 ("eu) 1.0000 
^32 ("eu) S 0.4474 
^21 ("eu) a 0.3571 
^22 ("eu) ss 0.3571 
^21 ("eu) a 0.1598 
«22 ("eu) m 0.1596 
("eu) m 0.3571 
^12 
("eu) a 0.0715 
^01 ("eu) M 0.1429 
("eu) a 0.1598 
^12 
("eu) s 0.0320 
Km ("eu) s 0.0639 
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which has a cathode made of copper with known isotope ratio. 
Table 4 lists the central frequencies calculated by using a 
solid copper cathode in our demountable hoilow-cathode lamp, 
operated at 30 mA. The data calculated for a commercial 
hollow-cathode lamp (Ferkin-Elmer Corp., Korwalk, CT) are 
also compared in Table 4. The slight difference between the 
central frequencies of the commercial lamp and the home-made 
lamp is mainly due to the difference in electric field 
strengths available for the two discharges. The electric 
field effect on hyperfine shift will be discussed later in 
this chapter. The Cu-63 - Cu-65 isotope shift is determined 
to be 0.067 + 0.0005 cm'^ and compares well with results 
reported by other workers as shown in Table 5 (101, 115 -
117). 
The reliability of this isotopic-ratio measurement 
scheme depends significantly on how accurately these central 
frequencies of the hyperfine lines can be determined. To 
double check our calculated _ values, we used enriched 
copper-63 and copper-65 isotopes respectively for 
calculations of ^ (Cu-63) and ^ (Cu-65) 
u,n—i-D 
separately. Copper-63 and copper-65 cathodes are prepared 
by depositing the individual isotope on a blank nickel 
cathode rod using a solution containing only the 99.89% 
enriched Cu-63 or 99.69% enriched Cu-65 isotopes 
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Table 4. Calculated hyperfine-component central frequencies 
Commercial cathode Demountable cathode 
0.1 
0,2 
0,3 
0,4 
0,5 
0,6 
0,7 
0,8 
0,9 
0,10 
0,11 
0,12 
-1  
17289.724 cm 
17289.791 
17289.862 
17289.915 
17289.959 
17289.995 
17290.000 
17290.029 
17290.057 
17290.082 
17290.116 
17290.143 
- 1  
17289.726 cm 
17289.796 
17289.890 
17289.918 
17289.960 
17289.991 
17290.003 
17290.031 
17290.060 
17290.091 
17290.128 
17290.148 
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Table 5. The Cu-63 - Cu-65 isotope shift for 
Cu 1 578.2 nm line 
This work 
Gerstenberger et #1. (101) 
Murakawa (117) 
Schuler and Schmidt (116) 
Ritschl (115) 
- 1  -1  
0.067 cm * 0.0005 cm 
0.0655 + 0.002 
0.0674 • 0.0007 
0.066 
0.073 
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respectively. Table 6 shows the central frequencies 
determined for each isotope and the combined result for all 
12 hyperfine lines. Hyperfine structures of individual 
copper-63 and copper-65 isotopes are displayed in Figure 10 
and Figure 11 respectively. Figure 12 illustrates the 
resulting convoluted spectrum for both isotopes. It is 
confirmed that the central frequencies determined by using 
separate individual isotopes agree very well with those 
determined from a natural-abundance copper sample. 
Abundance analysis 
Theoretical profiles generated by using these Kp,p 
and Vgn values are stored in reference tables in the 
computer for various values of isotope ratio R and 
temperature T, A typical reference table containing 20x10 
theoretical profiles is illustrated in Figure 13. 
Theoretical profiles generated for different temperature 
values and an identical ratio value are stored in each row 
of the reference table. In each column of the table, 
theoretical profiles with identical temperature value and 
different ratio values are stored. Figure 14 and 15 display 
some of the profiles stored in a row and a column of the 
reference table respectively. In each figure, the ratio 
increment Ak and temperature increment At between the 
profiles are largely expanded in order to display the 
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Table 6. Central frequency values determined from hyperfine 
structures (HFS) of individual copper isotope 
From Cu-63 HFS From Cu-65 HFS Combined result 
V =17289.726 
0 . 1  
V =17289.890 
0 ,2  
V =17289.918 
0,3 
V =17290.003 
0,4 
V =17290.031 
0,5 
V =17290.060 
0,6 
V =17289.796 
0 , 1  
V =17289.960 
0,2 
V =17289.991 
0,3 
V =17290.091 
0,4 
V =17290.128 
0,5 
V =17290.148 
0,6 
V =17289.726 
0 , 1  
V =17289.796 
0 ,2  
V =17289.890 
0,3 
V =17289.918 
0,4 
V =17289.960 
0,5 
V =17289,991 
0,6 
V =17290.003 
0,7 
V =17290.031 
0,8 
V =17290.060 
0,9 
V =17290.091 
0,10 
V =17290.128 
0,11 
V =17290.146 
0,12 
Figure 10. Soppier-broadened hyperfine structure of 
copper-63 isotope. Simulated for 1400 K 
(Top) and 20 K (Bottom) 
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Figure 11. Doppler-broadened hyperfine structure of 
copper-65 isotope. Simulated for 1400 K 
(top) and 20 K (bottom) 
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MVPERFINE STRUCTURE 
\ 
Figure 12. Hyperfine structure simulated by using 
central frequencies determined for 
individual copper isotopes 
Solid line - convoluted total profile 
Dashed line - copper-63 isotope profile 
Dotted line - copper-65 isotope profile 
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Figure 13, A reference table containing 20x10 
theoretical profiles 
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Figure 14. Theoretic*! profile* stored in A row of the 
reference table 
Cu-63/Cu-65 ratio = 2.235 
Temperature = 10, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 
1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000 K 
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Figure 15. Theoretical profiles stored in a column of 
the reference table 
Temperature = 1400 K 
CU-63/CU-65 ratio = 5.4, 5.0, 4.6, 4.2, 3.8, 
3 .4 ,  3 .0 ,  2 .6 ,  2 .2 ,  1 .8 ,  
1 .4 ,  1 .0  
s 
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profiles clearly. Smaller A R (0.0625) and At (100 K) 
values are used in most reference tables to achieve good 
accuracy and precision. 
The program LARA2 takes baseline-substracted, 
area-normalized and frequency-aligned experimental profile 
and fit it with each theoretical profile in the reference 
tables. Figure 16 shows good spectral fitting of the 
experimental profile with the theoretical profile that 
yields the least sum of squares of the deviation (SSD). 
The reliability and accuracy of the ratio calculation depend 
on the ability of the computer to decide which theoretical 
profile yields the least SSD. To ensure the high level of 
confidence, the calculated surface of SSD in the entire 
range of R and T values should have only a single minimum 
point, forming a smooth "hole". Also the minimum point must 
always fall within the bounds of the table. Figure 17 
illustrates a typical calculated surface of SSD over a 20x10 
reference table, showing that such conditions are satisfied. 
The percent abundances of Cu-63 and Cu-65 isotopes 
are determined using the demountable cathode lamp deposited 
with natural-abundance copper and enriched copper isotopes. 
A summary of these results is listed in Table 7. The 
reliability and accuracy of these ratio calculations are 
tested for some extreme cases, such as calculation for a 
Figure 16. Fitting of the atomic hyperfine profile 
Solid line, theoretical profile; circles, 
experimental profile 
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Figure 17. Calculated aurface of the SSD of the fitting 
covering a typical reference table 
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Table 7. Determination of isotope abundances 
Actual % Experimental % 
Sample a 
concentration 63 65 63 65 
Cu Cu Cu Cu 
47 ppm 69.09 30.91 67.3 + 1.5 32.7 + 1.5 
9.3 ppm 69.09 30.91 69.0 * 2.2 31.0 • 2.2 
1.6 ppm 69.09 30.91 70.1 • 3.1 29.9 + 3.1 
50 ppm 91.0 9.0 91.0 + 0.3 9.0 + 0.3 
94 ppm 95.3 4.7 96.0 • 1.0 4.0 + 1.0 
a 
Concentrations refer to sample solution from which 
copper is deposited onto the nickel cathode rod. 
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minor isotope (5% abundance) in the presence of a major 
isotope (95% abundance). As shown in Table 7, ratio 
analysis can be performed successfully with good accuracy 
and precision even for these cases. The method is also 
tested for trace-concentration ratio analysis by using a 
cathode rod deposited with very small amount of copper (a 
few micrograms). Both the accuracy and the precision are in 
the * 1% range for concentrations at the 50 ppm level, and 
about ±2% at 9 ppm concentration level. Since 
concentrations mentioned above refer to sample solution from 
which copper is deposited onto the nickel cathode, the 
actual amount of deposited copper depends on how complete 
the electrodeposition process is. Although total copper 
quantitative detection can be done at much lower 
concentration than 1 ppm, the accuracy of ratio analysis 
decreases because of the distortion of hyperfine structure 
at very weak signal levels. 
Applications 
Human whole blood contains 20 - 50 Pg/ml copper and 
urine copper excretion of a person is 200 - 500 yg in a 4-hr 
period. These biological samples provide sufficient amounts 
of copper to be deposited on the cathode rod. A 3-ml portion 
of human blood sample was analyzed, and as expected, the 
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isotope ratio determined was equal to the natural-abundance 
ratio of 2.235, since only natural-abundance copper is 
available in diet. Therefore, it is demonstrated that a 
resonably small amount of biological sample can be used for 
ratio calculations without tedious sample preparations, and 
that matrix effects are not important. This isotopic-ratio 
analysis scheme allows one to use stable copper isotope as 
tracer to study copper metabolism and to determine where and 
at what rate copper is distributed, absorbed and 
accumulated. This is useful in diagnosis of diseases such 
as Wilson's disease (120, 121), where abnormal regulation 
of copper in various human tissues and organs, including 
brain, cornea, kidney and liver, causes widespread brain 
damage and functional defects of the kidneys and eyes. 
Radioactive Cu-64 and Cu-67 isotopes have been most 
frequently used as tracer isotopes to monitor the copper 
excretion rate in the serum, urine and tissues of patients 
with Wilson's disease (120, 121, 148 - ISO). Radioactive 
isotopes were required for the methods used by these workers 
in order to distinguish the tracer copper from the natural 
copper in diet. However, using our ratio analysis scheme, 
non-hazardous stable isotopes can be used for the same 
clinical studies, since copper from diet has the known 
natural-abundance ratio and can be easily distinguished. 
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Since most elements have at least one isotope 
possessing non-zero nuclear angular momentum I, each of 
these isotopes yields two or more hyperfine splittings 
depending on the optical transition. Therefore unique 
hyperfine structures for these elements are available for 
many optical transitions, and our isotopic-ratio analysis 
scheme can be applied to all these elements by using 
appropriate laser excitation sources. All information 
necessary to generate theoretical profiles for any element 
is readily available once the optical transition is known, 
and no prior knowledge or calculation of isotope shift 
effects is required. Cu 1 578.2 nm transition is probably 
one of the most difficult cases because of the complexity 
and congestion of hyperfine lines. For elements with 
well-resolved hyperfine lines (e.g. Pb I 601.2 nm 
transition), deconvolution is not necessary, and even higher 
precision can be expected for ratio calculations. 
Application of this scheme is useful not only in 
clinical studies as demonstrated, but also in environmental 
analysis such as the identification of pollution source, by 
use of tracer isotopes. For example, environmental lead 
poisoning is a serious medical problem which can result in 
severe sickness and detrimental effects on the intellectual 
development and behavior of children. The general 
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population is exposed to elevated levels of lead in air, 
water and foods, because lead has been manufactured into 
such useful products as cooking utensils, tin cans, leaded 
gasoline, batteries, pigments, pottery and lead-laden paint 
and plumbing in older homes. Research efforts have been 
directed toward finding correlations of blood-lead levels 
with paint-lead levels, gasoline-lead levels and 
pottery-lead levels (151 - 154). However, it is still not 
clear which environmental lead source is the most dangerous. 
Our isotopic-ratio analysis- scheme could be applied to help 
solve this controversy. 
It should also be useful in geochronological studies, 
including the determination of the source and age of coastal 
waters and oceanic rock samples. The natural abundances of 
the stable isotopes of lead can be used to characterize and 
identify natural and industrial sources of lead in the 
coastal waters (155). The composition of Pb-204, Pb-206, 
Pb-207 and Pb-208 stable isotopes is related to the 
geological evolution or age of the ore body, because the 
latter three isotopes are radiogenically derived from U-238, 
U-235 and Th-232 respectively, whereas Pb-204 has remained 
constant with geologic time (156). The ratio 
Pb-206/Pb-207 is a good indicator for comparing lead 
sources, since the ratio is geographically different 
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depending on whether the source is near an urban center 
(gasoline lead) or a mine tailing. The isotopic 
compositions of Pb, Sr and Nd are also useful as geochemical 
tracers to clarify the origins of oceanic rock samples (157 
- 160). The Pb-210 isotope (half life = 22.26 * 0.22 yr) 
is another useful geochronological tool for dating recent 
deposits of the past 150 years (161 - 163). 
Our ratio analysis scheme is even applicable for 
detection of art forgeries by characterization and 
authentication of paintings, based on the isotopic ratios of 
an artist's lead pigment (164 - 165). Since lead ores 
from different mining regions throughout the world contain 
quite different abundances of lead 204, 206, 207 and 208 
isotopes, the isotope ratios serve as a "fingerprint" of a 
lead-pigment source. Artists in various stages of the 
history were accessible to only certain lead ore deposits. 
Hence their paintings can be characterized and identified 
based on the isotope ratios of the lead pigment. 
Stark effect 
As shown in Table 4, the hyperfine-component central 
frequencies ^or the commercial cathode discharge 
and the demountable cathode discharge were found to be 
slightly different. The major contributing factor is the 
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electric-field shift, caused by the difference in electric 
field strengths available for the two lamps. Electric field 
strength between cathode and anode depends on the dimension 
and geometry of the electrodes, and the distance between 
them. The electric-field effect on hyperfine shift was 
tested using the demountable hollow-cathode lamp. By 
modifying the position of the anode tungsten rod inside the 
lamp, two different electric fields (volt / electrode 
distance) were achieved between the electrodes. Table 6 
shows the calculated hyperfine-component frequencies at two 
different electric fields for the same cathode lamp operated 
under otherwise identical experimental conditions. As 
expected, the higher electric field (348 V/mm) shifted the 
hyperfine lines toward higher frequencies. It is 
interesting to note that with some modification of the 
demountable cathode lamp, this electric-field effect could 
be used for wavelength modulation of the optogalvanic signal 
in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and the 
sensitivity. 
Pressure effects 
The pressure effect on hyperfine-component frequencies 
was also tested for the useful range of neon gas pressures 
in the demountable cathode discharge. The discharge can be 
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Table 8. Electric field effect In demountable discharge 
Demountable discharge electric field 
0 , 1  
0 , 2  
0,3 
0,4 
0,5 
0,6 
0.7 
0,8 
0,9 
0,10 
0,11 
0,12 
14 V/mm 
- 1  
17289.720 cm 
17289.789 
27289.885 
17289.917 
17289.960 
17289.995 
17289.997 
17290.020 
17290.057 
17290.075 
17290.121 
17290 140 
348 V/mm 
-1 
17289.729 cm 
17289.798 
17289.889 
17289.921 
17289.964 
17289.999 
17290.001 
17290.029 
17290.066 
17290.079 
17290.130 
17290.149 
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operated from about 2 to 7 torr of neon gas pressure without 
sacrificing the stability or intensity of the optogalvanic 
signal. At pressure higher than 10 torr, electrical arcing 
between the electrodes becomes a noise source, and at 
pressure lower than 1 torr, desirable sputtering energy can 
not be maintained. Kyperfine structures measured at 
different neon pressures (2.6 and 7.1 torr) were compared. 
No significant difference was observed. Therefore, the 
discharge can be operated over a reasonably wide range of 
useful gas pressures, without affecting the hyperfine 
frequencies. Hence it is not necessary to set the pressure 
exactly the same each time, in order to achieve reproducible 
hyperfine structures. 
Noise considerations 
The effect of an excessive baseline noise level on the 
ratio calculations was also tested. This was done by 
analyzing some noisy spectra and determining the limit of 
tolerable noise level at which the accuracy and precision 
would not be sacrificed significantly, Hyperfine profiles 
with various levels of baseline noise were generated by 
using Gaussian noise simulation. Magnitude of noise level 
(peak-to-peak) was determined by the random number generator 
of the computer using the Gaussian distribution equation. 
no 
(l/N) I #xp (-E^/2#' ) dE = R1 (39) 
- X  
where R1 ( 0 < RI ^ 1 ) la the probability that the data 
point will be in the range -x to x . R1 values between 0 
and 1 were generated by the radom nur.ber generator and for 
each R1 value a x value was calculated, x is the 
magnitude of noise level to be simulated into a hyperfine 
profile. N is a normalization factor and s is used as an 
amplification factor to simulate various degree of noise 
level. First a hyperfine profile with 200 data points (y) 
is generated. For each data point, a random number R1 is 
used to determine noise level x. A second random number R2 
is then used to decide whether the noise level x should be 
added to or substracted from the original hyperfine profile. 
If R2 is greater than 0.5, x is added to y to obtain the 
noisy profile z (i.e. z»y+x), and if R2 is less than 0.5, 
X is substracted from y (i.e. z=y-%). Figure 18 
illustrates four hyperfine profiles with various levels of 
Gaussian noise amplification. The effect of spectral noise 
on ratio calculations was tested for each noise 
amplification level, and the result is shown in Table 9 . 
For 8-2 (Figure 18 A), the noise level is too low to 
induce any error. For noise levels of s=6, 10 and 14, the 
Figure 18. Hyperfine profiles with various level of 
Gaussian noise amplification. (A) s=2; 
(B) S"6; (C) s»10j <D) s«14 
The noise levels of most experimental 
profiles are not higher than that of <B) 
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Table 9. Spectral noise effect on abundance calculation 
No. Actual % Cu-63 Calculated % Cu-63 
g = 2 e = 6 a = 10 a = 14 
1 69.1 69.1 70.2 70.2 72.3 
2 69.1 69.1 70.2 71.3 70.2 
3 69.1 69.1 69.1 71.3 71.3 
4 69.1 69.1 69.1 69.1 73.2 
5 69.1 69.1 70.2 70.2 73.2 
6 69.1 69.1 69.1 69.1 70.2 
7 69.1 69.1 69.1 67.9 70.2 
8 69.1 69.1 69.1 69.1 71.3 
9 69.1 69.1 69.1 67.9 69.1 
10 69.1 69.1 69.1 69.1 70.2 
Mean 69.1 69.4 69.5 71.1 
Standard 
Deviation 0.0 0.5 1.2 1.4 
Figure 19. Spectrel-noise effect on isotopic-abundance 
calculations 
(Actual % Cu-63 is 69.1%) 
Although excessive noise levels are simulated 
to test the effect on these calculations, the 
actual noise level of most experimental 
profiles are less than that of Figure 18B 
(ss6) 
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accuracy and precision are affected proportionally as shown 
in Table 9 and Figure 19. 
Although excessive noise levels are simulated to test 
the noise effect on these calculations, the actual noise 
levels of all experimental profiles collected are less than 
that of Figure 18 B. It is interesting to note that even at 
noise level of s»14 (Figure 18 D), the accuracy and 
precision are not significantly affected. Furthermore, the 
ratio calculations of noisy profiles can be improved by 
using the third-degree polynomial smoothing routines of the 
program LARA2. Hence it is apparent that our isotopic-ratio 
calculation scheme has fairly good tolerance for spectral 
noise. 
Conclusions 
We have demonstrated a novel method for determining 
isotopic abundances in complex samples. It benefits from 
many advantages of the optogalvanic spectroscopy including: 
(A) direct electrical signal generation from optical 
absorption and elimination of all optical signal measurement 
devices, such as collection optics, monochromators and PMTs, 
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and the optical background noises, such as Raleigh and Raman 
scattering and room light; (B) the experimental resolution 
is limited by the analyte bandwidth itself rather than the 
spectrometer slit function as in conventional spectroscopic 
techniques; (C) useful contribution of the collisional 
processes; (D) higher limit of useful laser power; (E) 
linear dynamic range of 5 orders of magnitude and (F) high 
sensitivity. 
The advantages of using a discharge as the atomizer 
include (G) narrower Doppler linewidth and (H) negligible 
Lorentsian broadening because of the lower temperature and 
pressure of the discharge plasma, compared to, for example, 
those of an analytical flame. Because of the high electron 
sputtering energy, the discharge also provides (2) higher 
collisional excitation energy. Although analytical flames 
provide more convenient way of analyte introduction, the 
simple electrodeposition step used for preparing the 
discharge tube is an effective procedure for concentration 
of the analyte from very dilute solution. 
This scheme yields (J) abundances of all isotopes 
present, with a single sweep of the laser frequency and 
within a few seconds of calculation time. This is more 
efficient than some mass spectrometric methods where the 
peak-match unit has to be switched between the exact masses 
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of the Isotopes of interest. Also, the Instrumentation is 
less expensive and easier to operate than mass spectrometer; 
with a comparable resolving power. 
Finally, the most attractive feature of this scheme 
is its excellent selectivity. Zt is virtually 
interference-free because each hyperfine structure has its 
own unique shape, within a narrow range of frequency. Since 
both resonance and non-resonance optogalvanic effects (OGE) 
can be readily observed, several transition lines are 
available from which to choose an excitation wavelength 
where spectral interference is minimal. Also it is 
important to note that optogalvanic signals resulting from 
resonance (X3E are much stronger than those resulting from 
non-resonance OGE. Hence one can expect much better 
sensitivity for these transitions. We have demonstrated a 
fairly good sensitivity level for the Cu 1 576,2 nm line, a 
non-resonance transition. Therefore, it is reeonable to 
expect much better detection limits for elements with a 
resùnance optical transition. In addition, selectivity and 
sensitivity can be further enhanced by using multiphoton 
optogalvanic detection schemes. 
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CHAPTER IV. DOPPLER-FREE POLARIZATION SPECTROSCOPY 
FOR ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS AT TRACE CONCENTFATIONS 
Review 
Trace-concentration elemental analysis has been performed 
most frequently by using one of the most sentitive 
analytical methods of absorption, emission or fluorescence 
spectrometry. The advent of lasers and their use as 
excitation light sources accelerated the progress for 
detection of extremely low concentrations of analyte 
samples. Laser-induced atomic fluorescence especially 
benefited from many advantages of lasers, such as high 
photon flux, narrow linewidth and monochromaticity. The 
sensitivity of this technique has been demonstrated for 
3 detection limit in the range 10 - 250 atoms/cm (166-170), 
and even a single atom detection in the gas phase (171). 
The laser fluorescence method using atomic beam and photon-
burst detection scheme yields not only high sensitivity (0.1 
3 
atom/cm ) but also the Doppler-free linewidths (99). 
However, laser fluorescence analysis of elements in aqueous 
solutions, using continuous sample introduction scheme such 
as flame atomizer, yields detection limits much higher than 
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those using free atoms in the gaseous phase (172 - 174). The 
main contributing factor for this is apparently the flame 
background noise resulting from the emission of flame 
molecular species such as OH, CK and CN. Other background 
noises include source light scattering by small unburnt 
particulates and atomic and molecular species, fluctuations 
of the flame optical density, and stray laser radiation. 
Various techniques, including gated detection (172,175,176), 
laser light amplitude modulation (177,178), background noise 
correction at nonresonant wavelength (179,180) and 
wavelength modulation (181) have been used to suppress 
background noise in fluorescence spectrometry. 
In this chapter, we report the development of an unique 
analytical tool for trace-level elemental analysis based on 
polarization spectroscopy, where improved detectability of 
polarization rotation and excellent discrimination of flame 
emission background yield sensitivity level equal to or 
better than the fluorescence methods. In principle, scattered 
light and background emission should not contribute to the 
signal in polarization spectroscopy, and hence making it 
relatively interference free. Furthermore, the polarization 
spectroscopy provides Doppler-free information, and the 
resulting high spectral resolution offers enhanced 
selectivity and better suppression of spectral interference. 
Parts per trillion level detection of sodium and detection 
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limit of 37 ppm for barium are demonstrated using this 
laser-induced polarization spectroscopic technique, 
while taking advantage of analytical flame as atomizer 
for convenient sample introduction. 
Polarization spectroscopy (182) is related to 
saturation spectroscopy (183 - 185) but provides 
significantly higher sensitivity. The analyte sample 
in the atomizer is illuminated by circularly or 
linearly-polarized pump beam and a counter-propagating 
linearly-polarized probe beam of the same frequency (2 
level system). An optical anisotropy, induced by the 
pump beam, is experienced by the weak probe beam when 
the two beams interact with the same atoms whose axial 
velocity is essentially zero. The polarization of the 
probe beam is affected by the anisotropic optical 
medium, and hence allowing the probe beam to pass 
through the Initially cross-polarized analyzer. The 
Doppler-free polarization spectrum is conveniently 
collected by monitoring this probe signal with a 
photomultiplier tube while scanning the laser frequency 
across the center of the absorption line. Two 
different types of polarization spectra can be 
collected depending on whether the laser-induced 
dichroism or the birefringence is observed. 
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Doppler-free laser-induced dichroism 
and birefringence 
The phenomena of laser-induced dichroism and 
birefringence have been commonly observed in optical Kerr 
effect, Raman- induced Kerr effect (RIKE) (186 - 188) and 
polarization rotation experiments (189 - 192). Nonlinear 
susceptibility, induced by the interaction of two laser 
beams, results in Doppler-free absorption-coefficient 
anisotropy (dichroism) and refractive-index anisotropy 
(birefringence). These effects (182) are briefly reviewed 
here in order to assist the*discussion of experimentally 
observed data later in this chapter. 
For the polarisation spectroscopy arrangement using a 
weak linearly-polarized probe beam and a circularly-
polarized pump beam (essentially the RIKE setup), the pump 
beam induces different changes in absorption coefficient, 
A s* and A «" for the two circularly-polarized components 
of the probe beam (* and - refer to the components of the 
probe beam rotating in the same and opposite directions, 
respectively, as the pump beam). Hence, the probe beam is 
elliptically polarized by the circular dichroism resulting 
from the difference Aa ^ Aa . Similarly, the difference 
in changes of refractive index An"*" - An" , induces the 
birefringence anisotropy and hence the rotation of 
polarization axis. 
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The Lorentzian-shaped dichroism curve ^ and the 
dispersion-shaped birefringence resonance curve * are 
related to each other by Kramers-Kronig relation (188, 192). 
*  a -x* (39) 
where 
^ • (w/c) àrr h (40) 
^ » A a- (L/2) (41 ) 
and L is the absorption path length, and x is the laser 
detuning from resonance frequency. 
X s (vf - Wp)/ r (42) 
where = 2n (43) 
VQ is the resonant frequency of a stationary atom and F is 
the natural linewidth. 
The Lorentzian-shaped absorption-change profile Aa" is 
described as (182, 193), 
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A a" = -(1/2) Oj I / (1 * x^) (44) 
ùa~ a d A* (45) 
where im the untfttureted background absorption, I is the 
pump beam intensity and ^he saturation parameter. The 
parameter d it dependent on decay rates and angular momentur 
numbers, J* and J, of the lower and upper levels of the 
transition respectively. It measures the strength of 
dichroism and birefringence* anisotropy. 
From equations 39, 40 and 41, the refractive-index 
* * 
change àr.' is related to à e" as 
By combining the contributions of both anisotropies, the 
light intensity passing through the analyzer is described by 
(182),  
An" » -(1/2) X (c/v) Aa (46) 
I = e(e/2)x/(l+%2) + (s/4)Z/(i*%2)] (47) 
where 6 = -(l/2)(X-d) •Q t I/Igat (48) 
and is the incident probe beam intensity. 
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When 0 approaches zero (i.e. virtually 100% cross-
polarized analyzer), the last term in equation 47 yields a 
pure Lorentzian-shaped resonance curve. As 6 is increased 
by rotating the analyzer in either direction, both dichroisr. 
and birefringence aniaotropies contribute the shape of the 
curve. When the analyzer is rotated far enough so that s is 
insignificant compared to B , the last term in equation 47 
becomes negligible, and hence a dispersion-shaped resonance 
curve resulting from the birefringent polarization rotation 
is observed. Experimental observation of these effects will 
be discussed later in the chapter. 
The angular-momentum dependent d parameter measures the 
difference in relative anisotropic effects of the two 
counter-rotating components of the probe beam, and hence 
plays a major role in determining the laser-induced 
dichroism and birefringence in atomic lines. More detailed 
discussion of the J dependence and other calculations of 
third-order nonlinear susceptibilities based on the Zeeman 
laser perturbation theory are referred to some other reports 
(194 - 197). 
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Experimental 
Analysis of Na D1 line 
A schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement for 
Doppler-free polarization spectroscopy is shown in Figure 
20. A Control Laser Model 5S4A argon ion laser (Orlando, 
FL) is used to pump a Specta-Physics Model 380A cw ring dye 
laser (Mountain View, CA). The ring dye laser is passively 
stabilized to provide single-frequency radiation (40 MHz 
jitter peak-to-peak) which can be electronically scanned 
over 30 GHz with selectable starting frequency and scanning 
rate. Rhodamine 590 dye (Exciton Chemical Co., Dayton, OH) 
is used in the ring dye laser to obtain the output frequency 
covering the Na D lines. A 1/4-in thick beam splitter is 
used to distribute the dye laser beam into three directions. 
One of the two weak beams (5% each) is sent to a Burleigh 
Instruments Model WA-20 wavemeter (Fishers, NY) for laser 
frequency calibration. The other weak beam is sent, through 
a polarizer and used as the probe beam. The third beam is 
used as the pump beam and positioned to counter-propagate 
the probe beam. A pair of Clan-Thompson prisms (Karl 
Lambrecht Corp., Chicago, IL. Model MGT-25-B8-90, 8-mm 
aperture) serve as the polarizer and the analyzer. The 
Figure 20. Experimental arrangement for Doppler-free 
polarization spectroscopy. Optical paths are 
shown as broken lines and electrical connections 
are shown as solid lines 
A, analyzer; AL, argon ion laser; AM, nanoammeter; 
B, slot burner; BS, beam splitter; F, filter; 
HV, high voltage Op Amp; L, lens; LA, lock-in 
amplifier; LM, light modulator: LT, light trap; 
0, oscilloscope; P, polarizer; PDF 11, computer; 
PH, pin-hole aperture; PMT, photomultiplier tube; 
R, Fresnel rhomb; RE, chart recorder; V, voltmeter; 
W, wavemeter; WC, waveform generator 
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analyzer is mounted in an Aerotech Inc. Model ATS-301R 
-3  
rotational stage (Pittsburgh, PA) with a resolution of 10 
degree, and the polarizer is mounted in a home-made aluminum 
mount. The prisms are positioned 60-cm apart on a Newport 
Research Corp. Model RS-410-8 optical table (Fountain 
Valley, CA). A 6-cm long Varian Techtron slot burner (Palo 
Alto, CA), mounted between the prisms, provides a laminar 
flame of acetylene and air. Rotameter type flow meters are 
used to measure the flow rates of both air and acetylene. A 
25-mm aperture Fresnel rhomb (Karl Lambrecht Corp., Chicago, 
IL, Model FR4-25-580) is used to produce circularly-
polarized pump beam from the linearly-polarized dye laser 
beam. A 1-m focal length lens is used to collimate the 
probe beam through the polarizer, the analytical flame and 
the analyzer. The probe beam and the counter-propagating 
pump beam are aligned to cross each other at a few milimeter 
above the center of the slot burner, with a cross angle as 
small as possible. The small collimated probe beam is 
completely engulfed within the pump beam volume, all along 
the length of the flame. A light trap catches the pump beam 
exiting the flame to prevent it from illuminating the 
polarizer mount and sending off undesirable scattered light. 
A few apertures are used along the optical path 
between the analyzer and the photomultiplier tube to reduce 
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the background light. Probe light is detected, after 
passing through a line filter centered around 590.0 nm, by a 
Hamamatsu Corp. Model R928 photomultiplier tube (Middlesex, 
HJ) operating at 900V supplied by a Cosmic Radiation Labs 
Inc. Model lOOlB Spectrastat high voltage power supply 
(Bellport, NY). The output of the photomultiplier tube is 
monitored by a Keithley Model 160B nanoammeter (Cleveland, 
OK) for the optimization of extinction ratio by manipulating 
the analyzer and the probe beam alignment between the two 
prisms. After disconnecting the nanoammeter, the 
photomultiplier tube signal is terminated in a 100 KB 
resistor, and the voltage is monitored by a Princeton 
Applied Research Model HR-8 lock-in amplifier (Princeton, 
NJ), where a 1-s time constant is used. The analog output 
of the lock-in amplifier is digitized via one of the ADC 
channels of the Laboratory Peripheral System (LPS-11) of a 
Digital Equipment Corp. POP 11/10 minicomputer (Maynard, 
MA). The I/O port of the wavemeter is also interfaced to 
the minicomputer for digitization of the laser frequency 
values. The computer takes simultaneous readings of both 
polarization signal from the lock-in amplifier and the laser 
frequency value from the wavemeter every 0.5 sec, and the 
real-time spectrum is displayed on a Visual Technology Inc. 
Model 550 graphics terminal (Tewksbury, MA). The 
polarization spectrum is also recorded on a Houston 
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Instrument Model 5111-2 chart recorder (Bellaire, TX). All 
polarisation spectra are collected using the scan range of 
30 GHz and the scan time of 100 sec. 
All sodium stock solutions are prepared by dissolving 
sodium hydroxide electrolytic pellets (Fisher Scientific 
Co., Fairlawn, MJ) in quadruply distilled-deionized water, 
stored in polyethylene bottles and used the same day as 
prepared. Polarization spectra for Na D1 line are collected 
and stored by using the program PSNADl. 
Polarization-modulated detection 
The pump beam is polarization modulated by using a 
Lasermetrics Inc. Model 3030 electrooptic light modulator 
(Teaneck, NJ). The linearly-polarized ring dye laser beam 
is carefully directed through the 2.5-mm diameter aperture 
of the modulator so that at least 90% transmittance is 
obtained with minimum internal reflections and perfect 
output beam shape. By controlling the birefringence of the 
ADP crystal electronically, the plane of polarization can be 
rotated to any desired position. The voltage necessary to 
control the modulator is supplied by a Burleigh Instruments 
Inc. Model PZ-70 high voltage DC Op Amp (Fishers, NY), which 
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is in turn driven by a Wavetek Model 162 waveform generator 
(San Diego, CA) using a 800 Hz square-wave function. The 
voltage amplitude of the square wave applied to the 
modulator is adjusted to produce half-wave retardation so 
that the plane of polarization of the linearly-polarized 
output beam is rotated through 90 degrees, back-and-forth 
repeatedly. This square-wave function from the wave 
generator is also sent to the lock-in amplifier as the 
reference signal. The output of the high voltage Op Amp is 
monitored by an oscilloscope to assure that the waveform is 
not distorted at the modulation frequency being used. The 
difference in modulation voltage, Av, necessary to rotate 
the polarization through 90 degrees is determined to be 
140V. The rotation of the polarization plane of pump beam 
is measured at a point just before it enters the flame using 
a dichroic Polaroid film. A voltmeter is used to monitor the 
modulator voltage. At normal operating modulation 
frequency only the average voltage of the square-wave 
function is displayed. 
Analysis of Ba 553.6-nm resonance line 
The identical experimental arrangement as shown in Figure 
20 is used for the analysis of barium. Rhodamine 560 
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Chloride dye (Exciton Chemical Co., Dayton, OK) is used 
instead in the ring dye laser to obtain about 250 mW of 
single-frequency 553.6-nm radiation, using 5 W of all-line 
pump power. An appropriate output mirror (M4), designed for 
this dye's output frequency range, is also installed in the 
ring dye laser. A line filter centered around 550.0 nm is 
used to filter the probe beam before entering the 
photomultiplier tube. All barium stock solutions are 
prepared by dissolving barium nitrate crystals (Mallinckrodt 
Chemical Works, NY, Analytical Reagent) in triply distilled 
deionized water and stored in polyethylene bottles. 
Results and Discussion 
Extinction ratio 
The sensitivity of polarization spectroscopy depends 
significantly on the extinction ratio achieved between the 
polarizer and the analyzer prisms. Clan-Thompson prisms are 
amoung the best polarizers available commercially and offer 
extinction ratio of only 10 ^  . Moeller and Grieser 
reported that because of the imperfections in the volume of 
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the calcite crystals, extinction ratios could vary from 
prism-to-prism and even from surface-to-surface of the 
same prism (198). Major contribution from crystal 
defects arise from the half of the analyzer facing toward 
the source and the half of the polarizer facing away from 
the source. Extinction ratio depends on the beam size 
and the beam positions through the prisms, because of the 
size and non-uniform distribution of these crystal 
imperfections. By confining the laser beam to certain 
selected, more uniform region of the crystals, an 
improved extinction ratio of 3x10^ was achieved (198). 
Yeung et al. obtained an improved extinction ratio of 
10 by selecting specific combinations of 
Clan-Thompson prisms as polarizer and analyzer, and 
specific combinations of entrance and exit surfaces for 
each prism (199). A pair of prisms selected by this 
procedure are used as polarizer and analyzer in this 
work. High extinction ratio is routinely reproducible by 
confining the lateral position of the beam at the 
selected region of each prism. Significant decrease in 
polarization signal could result by moving the lateral 
position of the laser beam only 1 mm away from the 
optimum spot of the crystal. To achieve optimum 
sensitivity, the polarizers are mounted rigidly and yet 
without any strain or distortion. 
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Observation of dichroism and birefringence 
resonance curves 
As described in equation 4 7 ,  Lorent=ian-shaped dichroisr. 
or dispersion-shaped birefringence resonance curves can be 
observed by rotating the analyzer and hence changing the (* 
value. When 6 approaches zero (i.e. perfectly cross-
polarized arrangement) the combined anisotropic effects 
yield a Lorentzian resonance curve. Figure 23 illustrates 
the experimental observation of equation 47 for a 
circularly-polarized pump beam and a lineraly-polarized 
probe beam. Twelve experimental polarization spectra with 
different 8 values are collected while scanning the laser 
frequency across the Na D1 resonance line. Program FS3D 
displays all these Doppler-free dichroism ( 0» 0) and 
birefringence (6/0) resonance curves with their 
corresponding laser frequency values. As the analyzer is 
rotated away from the perfectly cross-polarized arrangement 
to either direction (i.e. 6 = + or - value), the first two 
terms in equation 47 become more significant. Hence, the 
dispersaon-shaped resonance curves, produced by the 
birefringence polarization rotation, become more prominent. 
The observations are similar for a linearly-polarized pump 
Figure 21, Experimental Ooppler-free dichroism (8= 0 ) 
and birefringence (6 / 0) resonance curves for 
Na Dl line 
12 polarization spectra with different 6 values 
are displayed with their corresponding laser 
frequency values 
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bean and a linearly-polarized probe beam. Although the 
dispersion-shaped signal is larger, the signal-to-noise 
ratio is actually poorer than the Lorentzian-shaped signal. 
Therefore, for the analysis of trace Na and Ba, and for the 
determination and optimization of sensitivity, the Lorentzian-
shaped curve is used. The dispersion-shaped signal however 
is useful for the locking of the laser frequency to some 
resonance line, and for identifying some closely-spaced 
line components of a fine structure. 
Blectrocptic light-modulator voltage 
The magnitude of the polarization signal is also dependent 
on the angle between the probe and pump polarizations. The 
peak intensity of Lorentzian-shaped resonance curve varies 
with the position of pump polarization plane with respect to 
the probe plane. The on-resonance signal can be optimized 
by supplying an appropriate light-modulator voltage so that 
the pump polarization is rotated to its optimum position. 
Figure 22 illustrates this characteristic of the 
polarization signal by using a linearly-polarized pump beam 
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and a counter-propagating linearly-polarized probe beam. In 
Figure 22 (a), the pump polarization is electronically 
controlled by the modulator voltage mo that it makes an 
angle of 45 degree with respect to the probe field E probo-
The laser-induced anisotropy attenuates and phase shifts the 
component of that is parallel to and the 
one that is perpendicular to Ep^^p differently. 
Consequently, the probe wave exiting the anisotropic medium 
has the direction Eg^gnal (188). Since the analyzer is 
polarized perpendicular to the initial probe field, the 
intensity reaching the detector, corresponds to the 
component of perpendicular to Ep^obe' As 
shown in Figure 22 (a), (b) and (c) the magnitude and 
polarity of detected signal, Epj^j^ can be altered by 
rotating the plane of pump polarization. The dependence of 
detected signal Ep^^^ on pump polarization plane is 
experimentally observed as shown in Figure 23. Nine 
resonance profiles for Na D1 line are displayed with their 
corresponding modulator voltages used for rotating the plane 
of pump polarization to various positions. The high and low 
voltages refer to the two voltage levels of the square wave 
used for modulating the electrooptic crystal. A constant 
voltage gap AV of 140 V is used in each case. As described 
in Figure 22, the magnitude and polarity of experimental 
Figure 22. Detected-signal dependence on pump polarization 
plane 
Both linearly-polarized probe and pump beams 
are considered 
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Figure 23. Experimental observation of signal dependence 
on pump polarisation plane 
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profiles vary with the position of pump polarization plane. 
A 90-degree rotation of pump polarization (an increase or 
decrease of 140 V in modulator voltage) results in the 
reversal of peak direction. Similar results are also 
observed by using a circularly-polarized pump beam. In this 
case, the laser-induced anisotropy affects the two circular 
components of differently. 1» 
elliptically polarized on-resonance, and the detected signal 
corresponds to the linear component of which is 
perpendicular to E (188). Hence it is apparent that 
in polarisation spectroscopy, the positions of probe and 
pump polarization, and the magnitude of the angle between 
them, are important parameters for the optimization of signal 
strength and sensitivity. 
In addition to aligning the pump polarization at the 
optimum position, it is also important to modulate it a full 
90 degree swing (i.e. square wave - 140 V) at a 
selected frequency (600 Hz). Figure 24 shows the peak 
height dependence on the voltage gap Av between the hi#* 
and low voltage levels of the square wave supplied to the 
modulator. As expected, the optimum signal strength is 
observed for Av - 140 V which corresponds to 90 degree 
swing of pump polarization. 
Figure 24. Signal dependence on voltage gap A V between 
the high and low voltage levels of the square 
wave supplied to the light modulator 
A V of 140 V corresponds to 90 degree rotation 
of pump polarization 
(a) Constant low voltage of 220 V 
(b) Constant high voltage of 360 V 
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Optimisation of signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) 
To achieve the highest S/N it is essential to obtain the 
optimum extinction ratio, pump-probe beam alignment inside 
the flame atomizer, and pump-probe polarization plane 
alignment as described above. Furthermore, the 
photomultiplier tube must be shielded from background light 
from all directions, including the intense scattered 
resonance light of the dye jet. 
The S/N improvement of polarization-modulated detection 
(PMD) over amplitude-modulated detection (AMD) is 
determined to be a factor of at least 5. The amplitude 
modulation is done by using a mechanical chopper while 
maintaining the same modulation frequency and positions of 
pump-probe polarization planes as those of the PMD scheme. 
The S/N advantage of the PMD scheme apparently results from 
the fact that when polarization is modulated, the background 
light intensity is not modulated. For the AMD scheme, however, 
the lock-in amplifier "sees" the background light only during 
the half-cycle when the beam is unblocked. Also for the PKP 
scheme, the average pump power is increased by a factor of 2 
because of the lack of an "off" half-cycle. The gain through 
PMD should be even more in highly luminous atom sources or 
those with significant particulate scattering. The signal-to-
noise ratios of PMD scheme are also compared using various 
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modulation frequency values ranging from 300 to 2 KHz. 
Though it seems to show a slight trend of S/N improvement as 
the frequency is gradually increased from 300 Hz, no 
significant difference is observed for the frequency range 
of 2 - 2 KHz. The major contributing factor for this is the 
distortion of square-wave voltage function supplied to the 
light modulator at high frequency, since the Burleigh KV Op 
Amp does not have the adequate speed required. Thus, 800 Hz 
is selected as the best compromising modulator frequency for 
the HV power supply used. The Model 481B scanning 
electronics unit of the ring dye laser uses a 2 KHz 
oscillator to drive a high voltage amplifier for generating 
2 KHz waveforms, which are used in the étalon lock loop 
operation. Thus, it is also important not to use any 
harmonic frequencies of 2 KHz as the modulating frequency 
for the lock-in amplifier. Comparisons of polarization 
signals at various experimental conditions are done by using 
the peak intensities of Lorentzian resonance curves or by 
simply monitoring the on-resonance signals while locking the 
laser frequency at the center of the Doppler-broadened 
absorption line. The line center frequencies measured by 
the wavemeter in vacuum wavenumbers are 16973.330 cwT^ 
for Na D1 line, 16956,120 cm"^ for Na D2 line and 
18060.100 cm~^ for Ba resonance line. No significant 
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difference In sensitivity or other chmrecteristics of 
polerisetion spectroscopy is observed for the Ns D1 and D2 
lines. 
The sensitivity also depends on the region of the 
analyticsl flame being used. The pump and probe beam 
positions are optimized by monitoring the on-resonance 
signal while moving the analytical flame vertically. The 
optimum region of the flame is found to be at about 2 mm 
above the burner slot, which corresponds to the inner cone 
(or preheating zone) of the* flame. In this region, the 
temperature is generally lower compared to the interconal 
zone just above it (200), however, the concentration of free 
radicals are extraordinarily high (201). Various flow rates 
of acetylene and air were also tested for the flame, and the 
ratio 1)6 (acetylene ; air) was determined to yield the 
highest on-resonance signal. The analyte solution flow rate 
of 5 ml/min is also used. 
The polarization signal should depend on the square of 
the laser power in this experimental arrangement. For the 
same induced polarization rotation, a higher laser power will 
produce a higher transmitted intensity, as predicted by 
equation 47. But, a higher laser power induces a larger 
rotation, according to equation 44. The net effect is a 
quadratic power dependence. Figures 25 and 26 show this effect 
for sodium and barium respectively. The laser power values in 
Figures 25 and 26 refer to the power of the total dye bear. 
Figure 25. Squared laser power dependence of Doppler-free 
polarisation signal for sodium 
(Circularly-polarized pump beam and linearly-
polarized probe beam are used) 
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measured before it is divided into the weak beans (5?» each) 
and the strong bear by the bear splitter. Laser power 
dependence is studied by using relatively higher 
concentrations of analyt# solutions (10 ppb for Na and 1 ppz 
for Ba). Polarization signal is observed even at the lowest 
dye later power that could be maintained with lasing 
stability (i.e. less than 10 mW). Quadratic response is 
observed for the lowest to the highest obtainable 
power of the dye laser. 
Linear response of polarization signal to concentration 
is achieved for the three orders of magnitude in the barium 
concentration tested. This is illustrated in Figure 27 
where peak heights normalized by laser power are plotted 
with their corresponding concentrations. Similar quadratic 
dependence on laser power and linear dependence on 
concentrations are observed for both linearly and circularly-
polarized pump beams. 
The improved detectability of polarization rotation 
(better polarizers) and the excellent suppression of flame 
emission background (polarization modulation) enable this 
technique to achieve detection limits of 30 ppt (trillion) of 
sodium and 37 ppb of barium. (The detection limit is defined 
as the concentration yielding a signal equal to twice the 
peak-to-peak noise of the baseline or background signal.) 
The potential sensitivity for sodium exceeds the ability of 
the researcher to avoid contamination during the analysis or 
Figure 27. Linear response of polarization signal to 
barium concentration 
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to simply find the water pure enough to prepare the trace 
sodium solutions. The quadruply distilled deionized water 
used in this work is determined to contain 5 ppb of sodium. 
A strong polarization signal can be observed just by 
aspirating this "blank" water into the flame while scanning 
the laser frequency across the Na D1 line. Preparation of 
trace barium solutions is easier since barium is relatively 
less abundant in the environment. All quantitative 
measurements are done by first aspirating the less 
concentrated solutions to avoid contamination of the slot 
burner. The sensitivity of*this polarization spectroscopic 
method is actually competitive with other highly sensitive 
laser spectroscopic techniques, such as the atomic 
fluorescence spectrometry (AFS). As shown in Table 10, the 
detection limit of this method is competitive with those of 
the wavelength-modulated laser AFS using flame atomizer 
(202) and also the AFS using the more efficient graphite 
atomizer (174). Relative detection limits obtained by 
different techniques can only be compared roughly because of 
the many differences in experimental variables and 
instruments used. In any case, we have developed and 
demonstrated the Doppler-free polarization spectroscopy to 
be one of the most sensitive analytical methods. It is 
expected that lower limits of detection can be achieved by 
improving many experimental variables such as using more 
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Table 10. Relative detection limits obtained by polarization 
spectroscopic method and by atomic fluorescence 
a 
spectrometry (AFS) 
Detection limit Ref. 
( ng/ml ) 
(1) For Na 
This work 0.03 
Laser AFS (Graphite Atomizer) 0.02 174 
Laser AFS 0.1 173 
Continuum lamp-source AFS 8 203 
Line-source AFS 100,000 203 
(2) For Ba 
This work 37 
Wavelength-modulated laser AFS 20 202 
Laser AFS 100 203 
Pulsed hoi low-cathode lamp AFS 200 203 
Amplitude-modulated laser AFS 300 202 
a 
All methods used flame atomizers unless otherwise 
indicated. 
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efficient optical filters and photodetectors, higher laser 
power» and higher modulation frequencies where flame 
fluctuations and electronic noises of the laser system can 
be further minimised. Ultimately» detectability in 
polarization spectroscopy will be limited by the signal level 
when compared to AFS. But, for highly luminous atom sources 
or those with substantial particulate scattering, the lower 
noise level in polarization spectroscopy is advantageous. 
In addition to its excellent sensitivity, the 
polarization spectroscopic method offers another advantage; 
the Doppler-free information* It is especially useful when 
using atomizers which have relatively higher temperatures. 
The analytical flame here provides a Lorentzian linewidth 
(FWHM) of 0.14 cm'^ (for Ba 553.6 nm line). It is still 
narrow enough that this technique can be used for 
isotope ratio analysis (as described in Chapter III) for 
some hyperfine structures (204). The high spectral 
resolution also provides excellent selectivity and minimum 
spectral interference. 
Conclusions 
We have demonstrated that the Doppler-free polarization 
spectroscopy can be used for trace-concentration elemental 
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analysis, and the sensitivity is competitive with other 
sensitive laser techniques including the atomic fluorescence 
methods. Improved detectability of polarization rotation 
and excellent suppression of flame background noise enable 
this method to achieve the detection limits of parts per 
trillion levels of sodium and concentration of 37 ppb of 
barium, while taking advantage of the convenient and fast 
analyte introduction of analytical flame. Furthermore, 
since it provides Doppler-free information, the spectral 
resolution is suitable for isotope ratio analysis. Its 
narrow experimental Xinewidth also offers excellent 
selectivity and minimum spectral interference. 
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APPENDIX: COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
This appendix contains brief descriptions and source file 
listings of computer programs used to collect and treat data 
from the optogalvanic spectroscopy and the Doppler-free 
polarization spectrsocopy experiments. The programs are 
summarized in Table 11. 
Table 11. Summary of computer programs 
Program Function 
0GE2M 
RTCU 
CRAPH3 
LARA2 
6J 
RATIO 
Collect optogalvanic data from the 
lock-in amplifier and laser frequency 
values from the wavemeter, and 
display the hyperfine profile on the 
graphics monitor 
Generate a table of Doppler-broadened 
hyperfine profiles with various 
isotope ratio and temperature values 
Display user selected versions of 
theoretical and experimental hyperfine 
structures 
Calculate isotope ratio by matching 
experimantal and theoretical profiles 
using a least-squares criterion 
Calculate symbols 
Plot the 3D graphics of Figure 15 
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Table 11. ( Continued ) 
Program Function 
3DRT 
GAUSN 
GSN3D 
PSNADl 
PS3D 
GRAPK4 
PS3D2 
Display the sum of squares of the 
deviations in ratio-temperature 
surface 
(See Figure 17) 
Simulate Gaussian noise on hyperfine 
structures to check the noise 
effect on ratio calculations 
Plot the 3D graphics of Figure 19 
Collect Doppler-free polarization 
spectrum from the lock-in amplifier 
and laser frequency values from the 
wavemeter for Na D1 line 
Display 3D graphics of dichroism and 
birefringence resonance curves 
(See Figure 21) 
Display user selected versions of 
experimental Doppler-free polarization 
spectra 
Display 3D graphics of signal 
dependence on pump polarization 
plane 
(See Figure 23) 
c PIOGIAH 00E2M ~ 
C 
C PIOGIAII pot COLLCCTIHO OPTOOALVAMIC 
C DATA PION THE LOCK-IN AHPLIFIEI 
C AND THE LASEt FIEQUBNCf VALUES PION THE 
C HAVENETEi. IT ALSO DISPLATS THE HTPEIPINE 
C STIUCTUIE ON THE CIAPHICS NONITOI USING 
C 2DL1I CIAPHICS LlilABIT.. 
C 2 DATA POINTS PEI SECOND. 
C 
C COMPILE AND LINK NITH •00E2H 
C OCT 1913. M.G.TONG 
C 
PlOOIAM OOE2H 
DIMENSION S10(490l,FQCfr90l 
HIITE(9,9* 
5 POINAT*' ENTEI PILE #, # PTS. * 
lEAD f5.iO>IPILE,NrTS 
to P0IHAT(3I6I 
C HIT lETUIN KEY TO STAIT 
lEADfS, iOlISTAIT 
iS DO 90 1-i.NPTS 
ICNP"0 
CALL SETI («,0,900.,1CRP) 
CALL HAVE3(F0II}» 
SIG(I)«PLOATIlADC<0I} 
CALL LEDISIGfll, *Fl».i'» 
IP<PO(II.OT.0.901 00 TO 20 
PQU>*P0(I)«i.0U 
20 IF UCHP.EO.OlOO TO 20 
9V CONTINUE 
IPUFILE.EO.OlOO TO 19 
«IITEUFlLEM(SIOfII,I«l,NPTSI,(POfII,I»l.NPTSIi 
C 
C FlEOUENCr COOIDINATE 
FQI«0.09 
F0<S}«.9S 
DO 54 WW»&,WPTS 
FQO«FO< NH } >F0 f IIH>i } 
IFtFQD.GT.(FOlll CO TO 53 
IFfPOD.LT.<-FOIIIGO TO 53 
GO TO 5# 
53 FO<IIH)«FO(NH-ii 
54 CONTINUE 
C 
C 918PLAT THE HTFEIFINE STIUCTtlBE 
CALL IN:PLT(5,9.5,#.5) 
CALL WIWD0MU.5,7.5,1.,7.5» 
CALL VUFOITI172#9.•, 17290.•,-*00.,•000.» 
CALL AXIS<.2,*00., FlEOUEMCf *.9. ?, i, 00E%3, 2,0» 
DO too HOI*i,IIPTS 
100 F0(ll0l)«F0fll0l»*i72t9.0 
CALL LIMBfPQ,SlG,tt0,0,0,0,0» 
CALL BNDPLT 
CALL EXIT 
END 
0GE2M.C0H 
INDEEECT COMMAND FILE 
FOI 0GE2N 
H.G.TONO 
I FOITIA 
0GE2H,TT<•00E2H/L* 0/H/U 
'C 
SO/NOQ DK# 
I 
! USING 20LII GIAPHICS LIIIAIT. 
LINK 0GE2M,UAVE3,2DLID,SVt LFSLIB 
c 8UII0UT1NC HAVES ~~~~ 
C 
C PIOOIAR TO lEAO INCOKIMO riEOIIEMCT VALUES 
C XM BCD CODE MOW THE MAVEKETEl. 
C DATA PULSE HXDTH 70 *:C#OSEC, 10/ #90 IIICIOSEC. 
C FUNCTION 01 SUMOUTINE MOT USED POI DIGITAL 
C INPUT LINES TO AVOID INCONSISTENT TIMING. 
C 
C JAN iVS3. N.O.TONG. 
C 
SUIIOUTINE HAVESfFlEQI 
EXTEINAL IDim 
DIMENSION niliOt),I#2(tOlI.It«ltOlI.IISf1011 
DIMENSION IDIOIIO) 
1 IHASK»*1000 
DO 200 N"7,9 
190 IDA«IDI#<0,0,IMASK,1* 
IDB-IDIlf0,0,IMASK,1> 
ID*IDA-IDS 
IFUD.LT.SOOI GO TO 150 
IDUM"IDim(0,0,"l,l) 
Xll<N)-IDIIf0,0,*2,ll 
195 IDA"IDI*(U,0,IMASK,1) 
IDI«IDIB(0,0,IMASK,1I 
ID-IDA-IDS 
IF(ID.LT.5001 GO TO 155 
IDUM"IDI#*0,0,"1,1* 
IB2<NI«IDIII0,0,*4,1} 
160 IDA-1DI1<0,0,IHASK,1) 
IDI«XD1I(0,0, IMASK, 11 
ID"IDA-IDD 
IF4ID.LT.500* GO TO 160 
IDUR-IDII(0,0,'1,1) 
im*<N#"iDim<o,o,"io,i; 
165 IDA"IDI#(0,0,IMASK,1) 
IDB>lDIIf0,0,IMASK,1) 
fD"IDA-I*m 
XFUD.LT.SOOl «0 TO t4S 
IDUN"fDI#(0,0,"1,1) 
:#8<**"%D1#<0,0,"20,1) 
200 CONTINUE 
C 
IMASK«"*00 
DO 300 N"10,&2 
280 IDA"ID:#<0,0,I*ASK,1# 
:DB"IDI*(0,0, IIIASK.t) 
:D":DA-ID# 
irCtD.LT,290) «0 TO 290 
:*UN"i*:m*o,*,"i,&* 
299 :BA":D:*<0,0,%NA#K,&) 
:B#«ID%#<0,0,IRASK,tI 
XFdD.LT. 2901 00 TO 299 
%BUN"IB%m(0, 
:B2(N»#:B%m<*,*,*#,&) 
2*0 %BA"%Bim(0,*,:*A*K,&$ 
XBB»lBIB(0,0,XIIASK,il 
XB-XBA-XBB 
XFUB.I.T.290I 00 TO 260 
XBUM"XBX**0,0,"1,1* 
XB«(NI«XBXB(0,0,*10, i) 
269 XBA«XBXI(0,0,1MASK,1) 
XBB« XBIB(0,0,XWASK,1 » 
XB-XBA-XBB 
XFfXB.LT.290$ 00 TO 269 
XBUM*XBXB(0,0,"1,1) 
XBKNMXBXKO, 0, "20,1* 
30v CONTXNUE 
•^4 
( 8*803lt > • ( I • I fZQMt I » I *#*@3#% > • f 1 > Otttl fiCt 
0*8a9ll 4Ct 
fiCf 01 00 
1*803#% AZ# 
0£#*0Z#*02#t«2-aMnSt)JX fil# 
0**03#! mi# 
61# 01 00 
t**03#: m<»# 
01#*00#*00#Uf-tllfl8X>JI 666 
0-Z03#I 062. 
ÇéL 01 00 
t"Z03#; A86 
0A6'0#l'0#l(9-CMnSI)aX 
o o.too#: ùii 
m 616 01 00 
*"103#: mgi 
All'09i **91(6 tMASXHI 
(N)##%»8MnSI"8MmSI 061 
(*)*#:**Mn#i"*Mnsi 
(*)%#i+%Mms:"ZMA#i 
(M)t#i*%Mnsi"tMnsi 
061 00 
%*%*%* 
*M0SI"8MnSI 
%Mns:"*Mns: 
tUflSX^ZHASX 
0"twns% 
2'I"XX 06# 00 
1"% 
£•1 
K*Kt3 
L«L*& 
•9u CONTINUE 
IDUN«0 
CALL LBDIIOim, *16M 
CALL LCDtFtEQ,*F6.2'I 
16TUIN 
STOP 
END 
CO 
c flOOlAR ITCU ~ 
C 
C PIOGBAH FOI OENEIATXNO Â TABLE OF 
c DOPPLEB BBOADEWED HYPEBFIKE PBOFILES HITH 
C VABIOUS ISOTOPE BATIO AND TEHPEBATUBE VALUES. 
C 
€ COMPILE AND LINK HITN tBTCO 
C &9B%. H.C.TONG. 
C 
PBOOBAN BTCU 
DIMENSION XXC9,2011 
DIMENSION X<201I,V0C20) 
DIMENSION B(20*,T*20),FO(201) 
DIMENSION XF0(9,201),XABEA(20I 
MPTS«20U 
P"3. 
CALL PBINT< BTCU MENU * 
CALL PBINTt'l. SIMULATE ONE PBOFILE ) 
CALL PBINTI*2. SINULATE ONE PBOFILE, TTi VOtHll 
CALL PBINT<*3. SIMULATE A TABLE OP PBOFILES ) 
CALL PBINT*'—- SNTEB fOUB CHOICE --- ) 
BEAD <9,#)BTXF 
IF<BTIF-2#10,10,90 
C 
10 CALL PBXNT(*SHTCB BATIO, TEMP, VOIll'l 
BEAD<8,19IB(l),Tll),V0fl> 
19 FOBMAT<2F10.a,F12.«l 
CALL BOPCU<B<l#,T<l*,P,X,FO,MPTa,Ve(l),BTIF) 
ABEA«0. 
DO 20 J«1,NPTS 
XF0(1,J;"F0<J) 
XX(l,J»-Xfll 
ABEA"ABEA*X(J) 
20 CONTINUE 
XABEAI1)«ABEA 
m ITC(7iI((XX11,KPTS),«PTS-i•200)• 
i <XFQ<1,NPTS),WPTS"&,200).XAIEAIiIf 
00 TO 2000 
C 
90 CALL PmiMTt'BWTE# iBT PEAK POSITION VOCil'l 
CALL Pmi*T< «&72#9.7&0»') 
IBA0(5,70»V0(1) 
CALL PIXNTC * ENTEI t OP BOH • COLtnW t« TABLE' ) 
BEAD(9, « *fBOM, JCOL 
CALL PBlMTf * BHTEB 1ST lATlO ft IHCB OF TABLE') 
BBA0(9,70)BIi)•BINCB 
70 P0BIIATt2Pi2.9) 
CALL PUBTI' BHTEB IBT TEMP ft IHCB OP TABLE'I 
BBAIX9, 70ITI f > , TIMCB 
BO too IB"2,JB0* 
B(:B*"B(:B-&**BI*CB 
too CONTINUE CO 
DO 200 %T"2,JC0L 
T(IT)"T(IT-t**TINCB 
200 CONTINUE 
C 
C OENEBATE TABLE OP BOPPLEB PBOPILES. 
C EACH BOH STOBEO IN BEPABATE PILE. 
CALL PBINTCENTEB 1 FOB FTN7t'l 
30V BEAD<9,«)NM 
00 teOO NT#t,*BOW 
#90 IFILE"NH*7* 
DO tOOO NN"t,JCOL 
CALL DOPCU(B(NH*,T<NN*,P,X,FO,NPTS,90(t),BTIF) 
ABEA«0. 
DO 900 J*t,NPTS 
XFO*NN,J)"FO(J) 
XX4NN,J)"X<J1 
ABEA*ABEA*X(J) 
900 CONTINUE 
XAISA<NN)«ABEA 
1000 COHTIMUC 
USITE(9,&500*MN,XA*EA(II,XAtEAfJCOLI 
1900 F0RHATU3,2X,2fPI0.0,iXII 
W#ITE( IFILEM UXXIHM, NFTSI,*#"1,91, *FTS*1, 2001. 
1 (XF0<9,WPTS),*FTS.1,200), (XA#EA(M*;,MM"1,9** 
MN"MM*1 
XFfilH.EO. UlOH^inOO TO 2000 
leov CONTINUE 
2000 CONTINUE 
8T0F 
END 
C 
€ 
C ~~~~~ 8UII0UT1ME DOFCU ~~~~~ 
C 
C FIOOIAN FOI OENEIATINO OOFFLEI-IIOADENED 
C THE08ETICAL NTFEIFINE FIOFILE FOI 
C CU I 9782 A T1AN8IT10N. 
C 
8UII0UT1NE OOFCUlI,T,F,X,FO,KFT8,VOl,ITIF) 
DIMENSION AHfl2),AKfl2),VS(ll),V0(12) 
DOUBLE FIEC18X0N V 
DOUBLE FIECISION Z*12) 
DIMENSION X<201*,FQ(20i; 
C 
C 11 NTFEIFINE SHIFT VALUES FOI 12 COHFONENTS. 
IF(ITIF.E0.2*00 TO Iv 
DATA VS /.070,.16*,.192,.234,.269,.277, 
1 .309,.334,.369,.*02,.422/ 
00 TO 20 
10 CALL FIINTf*ENTEI NTFEIFINE SHIFT V8C1I TO VS(ll) * 
•EADI9,19IVSUI,VSC2),VS<3),VSf*l,VSf9), 
1 VS(6),VS(7l,V6(8l,V8(9),V6fl0»,V6fll) 
19 F0INAT(P12.*,11F7.*) 
20 CONTINUE 
RTPEIFXME-COIfPONEItT ITtSNOTHS. 
roi COPPBI 63 
DATA AK<&*,AK(3*,AK<*#/*000.,357.,337./ 
DATA AK(7),AK<#),AK(9)/337.,72.,&43./ 
FOI COPPEI «9 
AK«2)*AK(1)/I 
AK<3l"AK(3)/m 
A*46*"AK(**/m 
AK<iO}«AKI7}/l 
AK(iil«AKIt»/l 
AK*&2)"AK(t*/l 
ISOTOPE MASS FOI C0IIESP0ND1M6 PEAKS. 
DATA AN /63*$69*$63*$ 63*#69* #69*# 
63* $63#f 63* #69* $69*$ 69* i 
VOUMVOi 
DO too M"2,&2 
V"172e9*9 
#PTS«200 
VXMC«*00A9 
#"-9*4217E12 
DO 30V J«t.HPTS 
SUNZ*0. 
DO 20V L"l,*2 
E"S*<<AH(L*#/T$#<((V (90(L)))/*V0(L);**#2) 
Z<L)"P#*AK(L*)#(EXP*E)i 
SUMZ"SUMZ*Z(L# 
CONTINUE 
XfJ}«SUHZ 
FOIJI«V-1728V*Oo 
CALL LED (XIJI,'F6*i ) 
V"V4V%NC 
lETUIN 
END 
ITCO.COH 
! XNOIIECT COMMAND FX1.C 
1 ITCU 
I 
* M.O.TONO. 
I 
SET EIIOI MOME 
OEL/MOO ITCU.(LST,SAV,019) 
SET ElBOt EI80S 
« 
1 FOITIA 
•TCU,TTi«ITCU/Lt O/H/O/M*17 
8Q/M00 DK# 
« 
! USfMO FLOATING FOINT F80CE8S0I. 
1L1NK lTCU,FPLI8,St«LFSLI8 
I 
« NOT USING FLOATING FOINT F80CE8808. 
LINK BTCU,8f<LF8LIB 
• 
ÔEL/NOO ITCU.OBJ 
DIB/ALF/FULL 
c ~ PMOOIAN 0IAPM3 ~ 
C 
C PlOOIAfI FOI OItPLAfINO OFTOGALVAMIC SIONAI. 
C VS LASCI FlEOUBNCf USIHC USE* SELECTED 
C VBISXONS OF HfFEIFINE STIUCTUIES. 
C UFOATED VEISION OF GIAPNÀ. 
C 
C COMPILE AMD LINK HXTN tOIAPNS. 
C OCT 19#3. H.O.TONC 
C 
PlOOIAN 0IAPN3 
DIMENSION XX(&,20i),ISXGI220) 
DIMENSION S10(200),XAIEAIi* 
DIMENSION iLINE<200),SIGMI20i) 
DIMENSION FO(201*,X(200»,ASG(220) 
DIMENSION FOA(200),XFQ<1,200) 
DIMENSION AFO(200),ASIO1200) 
DIMENSION XPLT(200l,fPLT<200) » 
INTEGEI«2 C*10,21# ^ 
EQUIVALENCE (iLINE<l),POAf1)) 
EQUIVALENCE IASIG1i),8SIG<i)i 
C 
C INITIALIZE TNE OIAPMICS FIAME 
CALL INIPLTf9,10.9,S.9) 
CALL HINDOU<i.9,i.9,.7,7.7) 
CALL VUP0IT(172e9.*,17290.4,-400.,4000.) 
CALL ENDPLT 
C 
èOl CALL PIINT* ENTEI FILE #, # PTS ) 
•BADC9,«)IFILS,NPTS 
22 NPTSS«NPTS-19 
NSS"NPTSS-9 
IEAD(lFILE;<(X<J#,f"l,NPTS),IFOII),I»l,NFTS)) 
C 
C FIEOUENCT COORDINATE 
CALL PIINT< - - FIEOUEMCT COOIDINATE — ) 
CALL AUTO*» 
CALL riZNTf'2. HANUAL'I 
CALL PmiWT# --- mTEl TOUm CHOICE M 
IEADt9,«llPIE0C 
lFUFaB0C.EQ.t»00 TO 605 
CALL P11NT<*EMTEI POUI.FOl (.55,.05* * 
lEAD<9,«}F0<t},FQZ 
00 TO 610 
605 FQ<1)«.95 
FQ1«.05 
610 DO 24 MM"2,*PTS 
F0D"F0<*W)-F0<*N-1* 
IPCFOO.OT.(POll} 00 TO 23 
ir<PQO.LT.I-POII) 00 TO 23 
#0 TO 2$ 
23 F0(*M*«F0<*M~1* 
24 CONTINUE 5 
fj OD 
C OETEiniNE lAtELlNE 
CALL MINT* * lASELINE OETEIRIHATION I 
CALL PlINTI't. AUTO* 
CALL f#INT( 2. NANUAL*) 
CALL ##INT( ' ENTEE TOUK CHOICE ' I 
#EAD(5,#,m*##24;i#ASE 
1PIIIASE.EQ.2I00 TO 41 
C AUTO NASELINE OETEININATION 
28 NITAIT-y. 
NS-NPTS/20 
00 30 JJ»1,NB 
#eTA*T"#STA*T*%(S3) 
30 CONTINUE 
NNS-NS 
•STAIT«I8TAIT/IN8 
#EN*"0. 
NEN»NPTS-NS*1 
PO 40 JJ-NSM.NPTS 
40 CONTINUE 
#NS"NPTS-NEN*1 
IBND»IEND/INS 
#PTS"NEN-1 
• INC#" ( 0END-#STA#T I /im 
DO 44 J-i,NPTS 
•LINE(3I••STAIT*(#lNCm##J) 
44 81GIJ)«XIJ}-ILlNEIJt 
00 TO 95 
C MANUAL NASELINE OETEINIMATION 
41 CALL MINTCENTE# 8TA#TPT,ENDPT,tAVE PT'I 
BEAD(9, •• E##«4i INSTA, WMD. NAVE 
#STA#T*0. 
DO 42 WNBTA, NSTA*MAVE 
42 #6TA#T"#STA#T*%#fJ) 
iNAVE«MAVE«t 
•STA#T«SSTAST/INAVE 
SEND«0. 
DO 43 WNEND, NEMD*MAVE 
43 #END-#*ND*%(*f) 
0NAVE"NAVE*1 
lEND«#ENO/iNAVB 
#PTS*NEND-NSTA 
49 aiNCI*liBND-#8TA#TI/#PTS 
DO 47 J#1,*STA 
•1«J 
#LINE*f*"#*TA#T <0IMC##*J) 
47 #IO(J)"X(J) #L:NE(J* 
00 so J"NSTA,MPTS 
•LINE f J)••STAET« 
SlOfJI-XI^I-ILINEIJ) 
90 CONTINUE 
KK«1 
NH«NPTS/20 
99 CONTINUE 
C 
C OETIMINE TME ttT PEAK NEiONT OF ME COLLECTED 
C tPECTtUN AND ITt POSITION ALONG TNE 
C FIEOUENCf COOtDINATE. 
*IFF(I)#SIO#I$-tIO(I-&) 
DO to t«2,NPTS 
IFIDlFFIII.OT.SO.i 00 TO 70 
00 TO to 
70 IFfDlFFUKLT.&.lOO TO 79 
I I I  
00 TO 70 
75 CONTINUE 
JVV.(I-1# 
SHAX.SIO(I-&) 
I«NPT8 
to CONTINUE 
M#ITE(9,90)FVV 
90 FOINATC iST PEAK LOCATED AT FT # ,16,/* 
C FIND AIEA 
AtBA»0. 
DO too *"t,NPTS 
AtEA"A#EA*SIO<a* 
100 CONTINUE 
SAtEA"A#EA 
C 
C FtEOUENCT AVEtAGINO, 9 PTS. 
C OVEtLAP 9 PTS. 
00 61t %"6,WPT9S 
FOS"V 
DO 612 
61& F08«F0(X1MFQS 
FQUI-FOS/11 
lE'I+S 
FQS«0 
DO 614 
61* FQS«FOflIMFOS 
POIlEi«FOS/il 
FODIFF«FQ(IE »-FOII) 
FOL-FODXFF/LLC-1) 
POA(%)*FO(:* 
DO 616 K"<l4i;,:E 
616 F0A<K)«F0A(K-1**F0I 
I"%*S 
6ie CONTINUE 
C 
C PLOT OIAPNICS FBAWE. 
110 CALL AXIS*.2,400., F#EOUE*CT ,*,2,1, OOE ,3,2,0* 
CALL PLTSTII290,S30, *MfPElFXIIE 8TIUCTUIE', 19.1, 2» 
CALL PLTST|{350,910, CU 9702 A,9,1,1* 
CALL PLTST#(3S0,300,'MO*mESO*A*T LIME ,17,1,1* 
CALL PLTSTI1390,4*0, ftlNO DTE LASEm',14,1,1* 
CALL PLTSTII390,480,*27 ONE SCA* ,11,1,1) 
CALL PLTST1I390,470,*100 8EC SCAN TIME ,17,1,1* 
CALL PLT8TI1390,460,'! KHZ MODULATION ,16,1,1* 
CALL PLT8Tlf390,490,*200 PT/ DATA FILE ,17,1,1* 
CALL INDPLT 
C 
CALL PlINTf * «•APN3 MENU » 
CALL P11MT<«1. PLOT TMEOIECTICAL PIOFILE') 
CALL P1XNTI*2. PLOT MOIMALIZED, 1.SUDSTtACTED EXPTL'I 
CALL PEINT**3. PLOT lASELIME 8UDSTIACTED EXPTL'* 
CALL PI1NT(*4. PLOT ALIOMED, M., 1. EUlSTtACTED EXPTL't 
480 
900 
939 
C 
C 
937 
938 
936 
C 
C 
C 
980 
Olfil 1 ## SMIIP TrSvrlUS I 
CALL PmiNT('7. IBAD AMOTHBI FTM OATA PILE*I 
CALL PEINT* e. EXIT'» 
CALL PII«T<* ENTE# lOOTIRE • OP fOIIB CMICE ') 
•EADt9,«,EII*itOILL 
IP<LL.BQ.IIOO TO +03 
:F(LL-6)*80,900,601 
IF(LL-4)*90,2*0,290 
IP<LL-2>900,980,170 
CALL PSINTI* ENTE# ION #, COLUMN # OF PT.* » 
•CASC9,«,BIM«900)NR,NNM . 
IPtMN.OT.OlOO TO 939 
00 TO 600 
IFILE#MM*70 
•BAD( IFILE) ( (XX(1,M1»,N1*1,2001, <XFOCl,N2»,N2*l,200l,XAIEA(in 
lFtLL.EQ.6) 00 TO 110 
o 
TNEOEETICAL mOPPLEB PBOPILE. 
CALL P*INT< ENTEE AMP. FACTO# fOEFAtlLT ll'l 
#BA0(9,«IANP 
IFIANP.BO.O.OI 00 TO 938 
DO 937 NTN"1,200 
XX<1,NTH$«XX<1,NTN$*AMP 
DO 936 HTN"1,200 
XFO(1,HTM»«XFOf1,NTMM17289. 00 
CALL LINE(XFO,XX,180,0,0,0,0* 
CALL PLTST«<390,420, TNEOEECTICAL ,12,1,1* 
CALL ENDPLT 
80 TO 110 
A#EA NOEMALIZED, #A8ELINE-SU#ST#ACTED, 
EXPERIMENTAL PEOFILE. 
00 190 J«6,NPTSS 
BION<J*"(SIO(J*/#AREA**XA#EA<MNN* 
XPLT(J)«FOAfJI«1721^.0 
190 
CALL LXIIE(XPLT,TPlT,RSS,0,0,0,0l 
CALL ENDPLT 
00 TO 110 
C 
C •ASELZNE-SUISTIACTEO EXPEIIRENTAL PIOFILE. 
17v DO 172 J#6,WPTSS 
XPLTfJ)"FOAIJ)•17219.0 
172 fPLTtJ)»61CfJ) 
CALL L1NEIXPLT,TPLT,«SS,0,0,0,0I 
CALL ENDPLT 
00 TO iiO 
C 
C FIEOUENCT-ALlONED.AtBA-NOMALXZCD, 
C BASELINE-SUISTIACTED EXPEIINENTAL PIOFILE. 
C ASSIGN PTS ALONG FO COOID NITN .0049 XNCI S 
C AND FIND COUESPONDINO INTENSITIES. ^ 
240 CALL PlINT*' PLEASE «AIT 'I 
AFII(i)*.979 
DO 310 1*2,190 
310 APOiI*"AFO(I-l)*.*049 
DO 319 X«9,NPT#S 
319 tlONfll^lSlOfD/SAIEAMXAlEACmN) 
DO 390 JA"1,190 
DO 380 I"6,NPT#S 
IF<FOA(I#.LT.AFO(JA*» «0 TO 380 
IFIFOAdl.OT.AFOUAII 00 TO 320 
ASIO(JA)"#ION<:) 
00 TO 390 
320 F00"F0A<I$-P@A(I*1* 
FOGO-AFOtJAI-POAU-ll . 
A8IG<JA**SION<I-l)*<<SION<I)-SION(I-i;»*(FOGO/FOG)I 
00 TO 390 
380 CONTINUE 
390 CONTINUE 
CALL FBIIIT<* DATA SHOOTHIHO ) 
CALL PlINTf*!. TES ) 
CALL PI1NT<*2. «0*1 
CALL PmXWT# EMTE# TOUl CHOICE—M 
IEAD<5,#,EII-390IISM 
tFUSM.EO.i) GO TO 240 
DO 402 *"1,150 
XPLT(J)"AFO<f*417289.0 
402 TPLT(J*"ASIO<J* 
CALL MENU 
#EAD(S,*#ISD 
IFf 18D.B0.2»C0 TO 423 
LINTTP-0 
00 TO 425 
423 LINTTP-4 
425 CALL OASHLN(XPLT,TPLT,ISO,0,0.0,0,LlNTrP} S 
CALL PLTSTB1350,410, «ALIGNEO BXPTL ,13,1,1) 
CALL BNDPLT 
GO TO 110 
C 
C SMOOTHED, FDEOUENCV ALIGNED, AtEA-NOIMALlZEO, 
C lASELINE-SUBSTIACTED EXPERIMENTAL PROFILE. 
248 CALL PllNTC ENTER # OF SMOOTHING PTS ) 
CALL PRINT#' 5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19 OR 21') 
READ(5,#»NSM0 
CALL 8HOOTH<150,NSMO,ASIO,SSIO) 
DO 702 J"l,150 
XPLT<J)"AF0*J»*17289.0 
702 TPLT(J)"SSIG(J) 
CALL MENU 
8EAD(5,«)ISD 
IF<ISD.E0.2)00 TO 708 
LINTTP-0 
GO TO 710 
708 LINTTP-4 
710 CALL BA8NLW*XPLT,?PLT,130,*,0,*,0,L:*TTP; 
CALL PLTSTI(39v,*10,* SMOOTHED, AL. EXPTL ,19,1,1* 
CALL ENDPLT 
00 TO 110 
C 
C OIIOINAL, UNTtSATEO BXPEHHENTAL P80P1LE. 
290 DO 291 M0*"l,200 
291 F0<M0m*"F0(M0#;*l?2S9.@ 
CALL MENU 
**AD*9,#*:SD 
IP(1SD.I0.2I 00 TO 239 
LIMTTP-O 
•0 TO 237 
239 L1HTTP-* 
237 CALL DA8NLH(PQ,X,lS0,0,0,0,0,LtHTfP} 
CALL PLTSTII330,«00,«OIIOINAL DATA ,13,1,1) 
CALL ENDPLT 
00 TO 110 
too CONTINUE 
603 CALL EXIT 
END 
C 
SU8S0UTINE MENU 
CALL PmiNT* 0IAPN3 MENU # 
CALL PmiNTI'l. SOLID LINE PLOT # 
CALL P#%NT( 2. DASHED LINE PLOT » 
CALL PmiNT*'-- ENTEI fOUl CHOICE — 
lETUIN 
STOP 
END 
OmAPN3.COM 
1 INDIICCT COMMAND FILE 
• FOI GIAPH3 
« 
« OCT 1903. H.G.T0N6. 
• 
SET EBIOI NONE 
DEL/WOO 61APN3.f1ST,8AV i 
SET EKSOl EllOB 
SO/NOO DK# 
« 
FOIT/NOLlNENUNIEIS/DNlTSi14 01APN3 
•O/NOQ DK* 
# 
LINK 0IAPN3,SNOOTN,2DL:# 
DEL/NOO OIAPH3.009 
« 
SET OS# SNAP 
UNLOAD LS 
C ~ P#00*AM LAtA2 ~~~~~ 
C 
C PBOGRAN FOI CALCULATING ISOTOPE BATIO IT RATCHIHG THE 
C BXPEIIHENTAL PIOFILE WITH THEOIETICAL DOPPLEB PBOFILES 
C STORED IN A BEFEBENCE TABLE. PEAK ABEA HOBHALIZATIOH 
C AND LEAST-SOUABES FITTING METHOD ABE USED. 
C 200-P0IMT PBOFILES. 
C 
C COMPILE AND LINK WITH tLABA2 
C **@2 N.G.T0N6 
C 
PBOGBAM LABA2 
DIMENSION XF0a,200l,SSlG(22il,ZFQf3l 
DIMENSION XX(5,20*),X*201),XABEA*S) 
DIMENSION FOf2001,FQAC2001,SNABEAf91 
DIMENSION B*1&*,T(5),AFO*200*,ASIC(221) 
DIMENSION Df20t}.SlGf20tl,SUMD2fl0,9l 
DIMENSION BLINEf20i »,SIGN120i »,ASG1221) 
EQUIVALENCE (BLINEUI.FOAf111 
EQUIVALENCE (%<1*,A6I**1*,SSIG<1)) 
EQUIVALENCE CFOli),AFOli)I 
INTBGEB«2 C(&0,2&) 
C 
CALL PBlNTf* ENTEB • OF BOM B COLUMN IN TABLE * 
BEAD<5,#)JB0N,aC0L 
CALL PBINTC ENTEB tST BATIO # IHCB OF TABLE * 
BEAD<9,730)B<i),BINCB 
730 FOBMAT<2F10.4* 
CALL PBINTf* ENTEB 1ST TEMP # INCB OF TABLE* 
BEAD!9,730ITfII,TINCB 
DO 1 IB"2,J#0H 
B(IB*"B(IB-1**B%NCB 
1 CONTINUE 
DO 2 IT"2,JC0L 
T*ITI-TIIT-1I«TINCB 
2 CONTINUE 
CALL PllNTt* EWTE# FILE #, # FYS I 
mEAD<S,#)IFILE,*FTS 
#PTSS«*FTS-1S 
mEAD(IF%LE)((X<f*,J"l,*FTS*,(FO(:),I*l,*FTS** 
C 
C FIEOUENCT COO*DI*ATE 
F01«<i. 05 
F0<i)«.S9 
00 24 MW#2,MFTS 
FOD"FO<WW) F0<*M-1) 
XFCPOD.OT.«FOX») 60 TO 23 
XF4rOD.LT.( FO:)) 00 TO 23 
00 TO 24 
23 FO<*M)«FO(*M-&) 
24 COWTXNUE 
C 
C OETEtnXNE OASBLXIIE 
CALL rmXNT* ' 0A#ELI*E OETEIHXNATXOII * 
CALL FIXNTIAUTO.*) 
CALL FIXNTI 2. RAIIOAL. * ) 
CALL F*X*T4 mUTE# tOWl CHOICE ,—* ) 
IEAD(5,*,E**"24#:#A#E 
XF(XIASE.B0.2)00 TO 41 
C AUTO BABELXWE OETEIRXIIATIOM. 
•tTAIT«0. 
*S.*PTS/20 
00 30 
•STAIT«ISTAIT«X1ja) 
30 CONTXNUE 
#*S"WS 
•6TAIT«ISTAIT/tM5 
#EWD"0. 
#EW"*PTS *S*& 
00 4t> JJ.*EW,WFTS 
#EWD"#EMD*X(JJ; 
40 CONTINUE 
#**«WPTS-MEW+1 
•CND-BSND/8NS 
#PTS"NEN-1 
Imet»(•ENO-ISTAITI/#PTS 
DO 4# J«i,NPTS 
•LINE(JI"BSTAET*i#%WC#*#JI 
44 SIO*J)"X<J*-BL:WE(J) 
GO TO 99 
C ItAHUAL feASELlNE OETEBHIIIATIOII. 
41 CALL PIINTCBNTEI 8TA1TPT, ENDPT, «AVE PT'i 
#EAD(9, #, Em#«41 mSTA, NENO, «AVE 
8STABT-0. 
*0 42 JJ-NSTA,NSTA^KAVE 
42 BSTA1T«BSTAIT«XUJ> 
BNAVE«NAVE«1 
BSTABT-B8TABT/BI1AVE ^ 
BSND»0. o 
00 43 Jf"*EWD,*EWD*WAVE 
43 BEND"BEND*%(Jf) 
BWAVE#WAVE*1 
BEND"BEWD/BWAVE 
BPTS«*EWD-*STA 
49 BI*CB.<BEWDBSTABT*/BPTS 
DO 47 a-i.NBTA 
Bf*J 
BL%*E<J#«BSTABT-<BI*CB#BJI 
47 SIO*J)*%*J»-#LIME#J) 
00 90 J"*STA,#PTS 
BJ"J 
BLI*E<J*«BBYAmT*(BI*CB#B** 
#I@(J)«%(f*-BLIWE*J* 
90 CONTIHUE 
KK"* 
#M"WPTB/*0 
0 M 99 K"1,MW 
K K K K K & 9  
D Mm:TE<9,60MS:0l:»,I"KK,KKK) 
60 FOIRAT(iX,20<P6.0II 
K K K K K l  
99 CONTINUE 
C 
C FXNO AIEA 
AIEA-0. 
00 too J.1,*FT# 
AIEA"AIEA*B:0(JI 
too CONTINUE 
SAIEA-AIEA 
MmiTE(9,ttO)SAIEA 
tlO FOIRATC 8AIEA • *,FtO.O//l 
C 
C FtEOUENCT AVEtAOlNG, 9 FT8. 
C OVERLAP 9 PTS. 
00 610 I«6,NPTSS 
FQS«0 
00 612 XX«U-9I, U«9} 
612 FQ8*FQ(1XI«FQS 
F0<X)*FQS/11 
IE"I*9 
FOS«0 
00 61* :I#<:E-9#,(%E*9* 
614 FQ8«F0fIll«F0S 
P0(1EI«F0S/11 
FOD%FF"FOI%EI-FO(I* 
P@I"FOO%FF/l:E-%* 
FOAUMFOfX} 
00 616 K"<:#1I,IE 
616 FOA<K)"FOA<K ll+FOI 
:«I*9 
618 CONTINUE 
hj 
o 
o 
•TAIT LEAST aOUABE PITTIMO. 
CALL PIIMTI* DATA SHOOTNXIIG M 
CALL PlINTf't. TES*} 
CALL PEINT* 2. NO') 
CALL PEINT*' ENTEE fOUE CHOICE--- » 
EEADf9,«)XSfl 
IFaSH.E0.2t00 TO 3*9 
CALL PEINT*' ENTEE # OF 8R00TNING PTS') 
CALL PEINT*' 9,7,9,11,13,19,17,19 OE 21') 
SCAD*S,«)NSNO 
CONTINUE 
DO 300 NN*l,fEOH 
IFILE"HH*70 
EEAD*IFILE)<**XX*NN,NPT8),NN«1,9),NPTS-1,200), 
(XFO*9,NPTS),HPTS"1,200),(XAEEA*NN),NN<1,9> i 
DO 800 IZ-1,3 
ZF0(IZ)"XF0*9,IZ) 
00 200 NN"1,JC0L 
ASSIGN PTS ALONG FO COOED NITN .00*9 INCE 
AND FIND COEEESPONDING INTENSITIES. 
AF0*1)*.972 
00 310 X-2,190 
AFO*I)«AFO(I-l)*.0**9 
00 319 I"1,NPTS 
8I0N* I ) • * SIG* I )/SAEEA ) «XAEEAf mi 
00 390 JA"1,19U 
00 380 I"6,*PTSS 
XFCFOAtD.LT.AFOtJA)) 00 TO 380 
:P(FOA*I).OT.AFO*JA)) 00 TO 320 
AS%G(*A)"8I0N*I) 
00 TO 390 
FOO"FOA(II-FOAII-l) 
FOOG"AFO(JAI-FOAC X-1> 
A8ie<fA)"8I0N(I-l)*((8I0N(I)-SieN*:-l*»#*F0GG/F0G)) 
00 TO 390 
MO CONTXaOE 
39U CONTINUE 
AA*EA"0.0 
DO 90V I«i,t90 
AA*EA«AAmEA+ASIO<:t 
800 CONTINUE 
SAAIEA-AAIEA 
AAA*EA"0.0 
00 910 1«1,190 
ASION*(AS10 <11/8AAIEAI«XAIEA iNWI 
AAAIEA«AAAIEA«AS1GN 
910 CONTINUE 
SNA#EA(NN)"AAA#EA 
6UND8«0. 
IFdSN.EO.t) 00 TO 790 
DO 190 *#1,190 
C HSHXPT«<AFOfl)-XPQCNN,l}i/VINC % 
C NSNIPT*#.972 .900»/.00*9" 16 w 
HSNIfT"16 
JJ"J*N6HIfT 
*(J)"X%(NN,JJ)-ASIO<J* 
If(D(J)(1.0E17)#130,190,19* 
130 
IFCSUI-(1.0B39I)139,190,190 
139 6UND5"SUNDS*D(J) 
D N8ITE(9,l«0»J,8X0fJ),SIQN(J),XXINN,ajl,SUNOS 
1*0 FOINATdX, 13,2X, 3(F6.1,2X*,E9. 21 
190 CONTINUE 
00 TO 190 
C 
C TNIIO-OEOIEE POLÎNONIAL SNOOTINNO. 
79V CALL 8NOOTN(190,NSNO,ASXO,8SlGî 
00 770 J"l,190 
NSNIFT«16 
fJ#J*NSNIFT 
*(J)"XX*NN,JJ#-8SIG#J) 
If ( 0 { J ) . 11. 0Bi7 II 760, 770, T70 
760 D(ri"*D(JI##2l 
:f(9<fl"<&.0E35l1769,770,770 
769 *UMDS"SWMDS*D(J* 
770 CONTINUE 
19V #UND2<NN,WN**#0NBS 
0 CALL LED CNN,*16*1 
200 CONTINUE 
M#%TE<9,2901101, (SUHD2CNN,mi,NN«i,9l 
29l> FOBNAT(IA,3X,lifP10.0,tXII 
MB1TE<9,299ICSNAIEACNI•N«i,9I 
MUTE <9, 29911XABEA < NI, M«t, 91 
299 F0BNAT(7X,tt<F&0.0,iXII 
DO 2tO l«t,3 
XXPO-ZPQIII*N#N:FT*0.0049 
MBXTE<9,209IXXFQ,AFQUI ^ 
209 F0BnAT<f0X,2fF6.4,2XII o 
210 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE 
C 
C FIND THE HXNtmm tUH OF BOOAIES OF 
C THE DEVIATIONS AMD IDBNTlFf lOH # AMD COLONM 0. 
8UHDHl«SUND2<i,tl 
DO 490 MM#l,fmOW 
DO 400 MN"&,JCOL 
1F(SUND2CHH,NNI-80NDN11360,360,400 
36V •UNDHI«8UN02(HN,NN) 
IIOH-NN 
XCOL«NN 
400 CONTINUE 
49V CONTINUE 
WBITE<9,460IIB0W,ICOL 
460 FOBNATf//* NINIMUH SUHD2 LOCATED AT •0H*.1X,13. ' , COLUMN ,IX.13» 
MllTEf9,470IB<iaOHI,T(ICOLI 
470 FOBNATf* COBBESPONDIN* BATI0*,6X,F9.3/ TENPEIATOBE',14X,F9.3//» 
c 
€ 
10 CALL PUMTI *CIITEI TOTAL PEtCEKTAOE OF THE PAll'I 
*EAD<5,*)T0TAL 
PCENTl•<•IIIOHI«TOTALI/It{flouI} 
PCENT2«T0TAL PCEMTl 
CALL PEINT*'CALCULATED % OF THE PAIE*'I 
MBlTEfS,«>PCBNTi,PCENT2 
CALL EXIT 
END 
C 
C 
c 
C 
c 
C SUIIOUTINE SNOOTH ~~~~~ 
C 
C PIOOIAN TO PEIFOIN DATA SMOOTHING 
C USING 3ID-DSGEEE POLVNONIAL APPIOXlNATION. 
C SNOOTNING PTS< 9, 7, f, 11, 13, IS, 17, 19 01 21. 
C 
C HAiCN 1983. W.O.TONO. 
C 
SUIIOUTXNE SNOOTHIND,H6H0,AS10,SSIOI 
lNTfiGEB«2 C<1W,21) 
DXNENSION ASICf620},SSIO(620),ASO(620) 
DATA C/ 
1-3,-2,-21,-36, 11,-7S,-21,-136,-171,35, 
212,3,14,9,0,-13,-6,-51,-76,21, 
317, 6, 39, 44, 9, 42, 7, 24, 9, 231, 
412,7,54,69,16, #7, 18, 89, 84, 42f, 
9-3,6,59,84,21,122,27,144,149,143, 
6V,3, 94,89,24,147,34,189,204,1109, 
70,-2,39,84,29,162,39,224,249, 323, 
80,0, 14, 69,24,167,42,249,284,2261, 
90,0,-21,44,21,162,43,264,309,3099, 
10,0,0,9,16,147,42,269,324,0, 
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INDltCCT CONNAND FILE 
FOB LABA2 
• M.O.TONG. 
I 
SET EIBOB NONE 
OEL/NOO LABA%.<LST,SAV) 
SO/NOQ OK* 
• 
FOBT/NOLINENUHBEBS/ONITS*19 LABAZ 
SQ/NOG DK* 
• 
« USING FLOATING FOINT FBOCESSOB 
* BUN ON PDP 11/45 
LINK LABA2,FPL%m 
SET EBBOB EBBOB 
DIB LABA2 
c PlOOIAII éJ 
C 
C riOGIAR roi CALCtrtATIHO W SflllOLS. 
c 
€ 
c COMPILE AMD LINK MITN OW. 
C 1981. M.G.TONC 
C 
PlOOlAN M 
DIMENSION r(30*,#UN(3*) 
CALL PIINTI* C 
CALL PlINTt' € 71 12 
CALL PlINTI* M SfMiOL • i 
CALL PlINTI' < L1 L2 
CALL MINT* * C 
CALL PIINTI* CNTEl J1,J2,J3,L1,L2,L3 ) 
lEAD<9,•IHJ1,HJ2,U13,NLl,HL2,ML3 
C 
P#Wai*NJ2*NLl*NL2 
NP"f 
*.( &###NP 
C 
CALL DELTA<NJ1,MJ2,N*3,D* 
D1«D 
CALL DELTAIHL1,VL2,N13,DI 
D2"D 
CALL DELTAfNLl,NJ2,NL3,DI 
D3"D 
CALL DBLTA<N71,NL2,HL3, Dl 
D#*D 
D"D1*D2#D3#D# 
C 
K«0 
3V ri"(~l)#*K 
c 
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XP<FCX).eQ.O. )60 TO ISO 
«0 TO i#0 
15v IX«1 
F#-l 
IlX«XX-i 
00 160 W"1,IXI 
F4mF4*F(W* 
160 CONTINUE 
00 TO lao 
170 F4"l. 
€ 
180 I"1 
F a)•(ML1+ML2-MJ3-K) 
XFtFU)-011000,220,190 
190 I"%*1 
FUl-FU-ll-l. 
1F(F(X).£0.0)00 TO 200 
00 TO 190 
200 
FS"1 
X1X*1X-1 
00 210 *"1,IIX 
F5"F5#F(N) 
210 CONTINUS 
00 TO 230 
220 FS-1 
C 
230 Xl 
F < X)«Nfl**L2-NL3-K 
XFtFU I-0)1000, 270, 240 
240 X*X*1 
F(X)«F(X-&)~1 
XF<F(X).CQ.0)00 TO 290 
00 TO 240 
290 XX"X 
F6"l 
XXX XX 1 
00 260 N"1,XXX 
ro 
o 
o 
o 
r-4 tu 
OtC 01 00 
30*11*03 oqc 
%:%'%** 0% 00 
:#:! 4fi£ 
0*C 01 00 
OfiC 01 00C0*0aMt>JMt 
t*t»t A*C 
0«£*01£*00ét0*aiJIJt 
1 > J 
1*1 0£C 
3 
*1«11 ozc 
OCC 01 00 
an*tiH03 otc 
OIC 0@ 
T 11*1%: 
%"6a 
moc 
06% 01 00 
AOC 01 00(0 03 
%*%"! 062 
o6**oic'ooot4*-4i)a)a: 
m-CT*-zen*IIH* 111j 
i#: 0#* 
3 
*X»9A «LZ 
ùêZ 01 00 
an*ii*03 092 
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o 
o 
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o 
o 
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If 
• • 
lïZ 
%#e"X#*2 
WmiTE*5,S20*XSO 
920 FOINATf//,' M SfHIOL VALUE 
STOP 
END 
«7.con 
INDIIECT CORHAIID FlCÊ 
FOI PIOGIAN 63 
1 M.C.TOMG 
« 
FOIT/NOSMAP 6J/L1ST 
< 
LINK 63,DELTA 
Dim 6J.« 
•Fi2.6) 
w W* 
W 
.Trrc DELTA.FOI 
C SUtlOltTIIIE DELTA 
C 
c 
C SUIIOUTINE DELTA FOI FIOOIAII W 
C 
C 
€ M.O.TONG. 
C 
•UUOUTINE DELTA(A,#,C,D) 
DIMENSION FI30) 
I"& 
F4I)«<A*I-C# 
IFfFU).EO.OI 00 TO 32 
1 0  I I I  
FUl-FU-ll-l, 
XF(Ffl).EO.OI 00 TO 20 
00 TO to 
20 II*I 
Fl«i 
III*II-1 
DO 30 M«1,III 
F1"F1*F<N) 
30 CONTINUE 
00 TO 33 
32 F&"& 
C 
33 I-l 
F<:i"<A-m*ci 
IFtFfll.EQ.OI 00 TO 62 
4 0  I I I  
F(II"F<I 11-1. 
IF<F(II.EO.OI 00 TO 90 
00 TO «0 
50 II*: 
F2«t 
DO 60 N-t.XIX 
F2«F2*P(II} 
60 CONTINUE 
00 TO 63 
62 F*#l 
C 
63 X*t 
F<i;"***C-A# 
lF(FfX>.EQ.O) 00 TO 92 
70 
F<i*"F(: &*-& 
:F(F(I».*0.** 00 TO io 
00 TO 70 
iv ::«% 
P3«i 
:ii %i & 
DO 90 N*t,XII 
F3"F3#F(** 
90 CONTINUE 
00 TO 93 
92 F3"&. 
C 
93 :"i 
F<I#«(A*#+C+1) 
IF(F(:).EO.O# 00 TO 122 
too I"I*& 
F<I)«F<I &#-&. 
IFtFUI.EO.O) 00 TO 110 
00 TO too 
110 Il«l 
F*"l 
XII %I 1 
DO 120 N"1,III 
w fc-* À 
P*.p*eF(*) 
120 CONTINUE 
00 TO 123 
122 P*#l 
123 B"<P1#F2#F3*/P* 
*"D##0.5 
lETUIN 
END 
c PIOGIAN iàTlO 
C 
C 3-D OIAPHICS MITH IIIAOE •OTATION. 
C X«PIEOUeilCV 
€ f«IATIO or CU63/CII69 
C Z-HtPCiriNE IMTSIiSlTf 
C FTM FILES PIEVIOUSLT AllMIOEO. 
C 
C COMPILE AMD LIMK «ITH «lATIO. 
C 23-JUL-t983. M.G.TONC 
C 
PMOOIAM BATIO 
DIMEMSION F(66,m2»,X(66,12) 
DIMENSION f 161»,ta» 
DIMENSION XXU9l,ffl200» ^ 
DO 10 m 
IF1LE«90«M 
•EADaPILEMTr<M},M«t,200) 
XK»6b 
00 20 NN«i,200,3 
P(KX,M)*Tf(MM) 
2 v  K K K K  &  
10 CONTINUE 
CALL INIPLTf9,iO.,7.I 
90 CALL PEINT* ENTE# XV,TV,ZV') 
lEAD<9,«}XV,fV,ZV 
CALL PLOT3DfF,X,T,fr6,i2,t0.,9..XV,fV,ZV,0,0. I 
CALL ENDPLT 
00 TO 90 
STOP 
END 
lATIO.COR 
1IIDX8ECT COMMAND PILE 
FOB PI06MAN MATXO 
* N.G.TONO 
• 
SET Emmom NONE 
SEL/NOQ lATXO.f OBJ,L8T,SAV) 
I 
B POBTIA 
BATXO,TTi«lATIO/Lt 0/H/U/Ni17 
•C 
80/N00 OKI 
« 
• USING PtOATXNO POINT PlOCESSOi. 
* BUN ON POP tt/«S. 
1 LINKED «XTN 3DLXB GBAPNICS LlBBABf. 
LINK BATIO,3DLIB,PPLIB 
C PIOGIAN lOlT 
C 
C 3-D 0IAPHIC8 HXTN IMAGE lOTATlON. 
C 
C PIOCIAH FOI DltPLATIHG THE SUM OF SOUAIES OF THE 
C DEVIATIONS XN lATIO-TEHPEIATUIE SUIFACE. 
C 
C COMPILE AND LINK WITH #3DIT. 
C ie-AU0-e3. H.G.TONG 
C 
PIOGIAN 3DIT 
DIMENSION F<20,i0) 
DIMENSION XI20,i0l,Tf20,i0) 
CALL PIXNT<«ENTEI i FTN INPUT') 
CALL PlINTf* 2 TTt INPUT*! 
IEAD(9,«IMIF 
1F(HIF.60.2I00 TO 10 
IEAD<98HIF«»"*.MH),NN»i.20l,MM«i»i0) 
00 TO 110 
10 CALL PlINTrmMTEl F VALUES OF 1ST lOH') 
DO 100 M«l,20 
CALL PIINT< ENTEI 1 F VALUE PEI LINE') 
DO 20 H«l,10 
IBAD(9,30)FIM,N) 
3W F0inAT(F11.2> 
20 CONTINUE 
CALL PlINTt'ENTEl F VALUES OF NEXT #0W ) 
low CONTINUE 
110 CALL INIPLT<S,10.,7.) 
200 CALL PllNTt«ENTEI XV,TV,ZV*> 
IEAD(9,«)XV,WV,ZV 
CALL PIINT( ENTEI XSIZE,fSIZE (10.,5.) ) 
•EAI>(9, # >XS1ZE, TSIZE 
CALL FL0T3DIP,X,T,20,10,XSIZE,fSIZE,XV,fV,ZV,0,0. 
CALL SNOPLT 
CALL PllNTf «BNTEi 1....EEPLOT'I 
CALL PaiMT<' 2....EXXTM 
•EAD(9,«IIIXP 
IFfNXF.EO.l» 00 TO 200 
HIITSI991 < f (PmWN, IINH»,HNN'l, 20),#NN#1, 10) » 
STOP 
END 
c ^ ^ PlOOIAII OAUSN » ^ 
C 
C PtOOlAII FOI StnULATlON OP GAUSSIAN MOÏSE 
C ON HTPEftPlNE STMUCTUIES. 
C USED FOI CHECKING THE NOISE EFFECT ON 
C lATlO CALCULATIONS. 
€ 
C 
C CONPILE AND LINE MITM tOAOSN 
C FEIlUAIT 1904. N.C.TOMC 
C 
C 
PlOOIAM OAUSN 
DIMENSION 1119011,t2<9011.AS10f2011,OSIOI2011•FOI 2011 
DINENSION P1901),C(9011•PINTEO19011,PN f 901 »,PINTGN(901i 
DIMENSION ESI2l,PNS(2>,XPLUS4901},XHtNUSC901l 
DINENSION EILf20l,E9LNI20>,EILP<20},EILSf«},EILPSf«l 
EOUIVALENCE(1111I•AS10I1)} 
EOUIVALENCE<P11>•XPLUS till 
EOUIVALENCE!PINTEO(11,XNIMUS fill 
EQUIVALENCEfPNIl),OSIGfll) 
C fEPSlLON 
90 CALL PIIHTC * I 
CALL PIINTCENTEI SIGNA* I 
lEADf9,«ISIGNA 
CALL PI1NT<*8NTEI # POINTS. <2001*1 
MEA0f9,«INP 
NFHALF«NP/2 
ANP-NP 
HALPNP«NPHALF 
ESTAIT*-«SIGMAM.I 
EEND"<SIGMA##.I 
ERANOE-EEND-ESTAIT 
EINCI-EIANGE/ANP 
CALL PIINTf*ENTEI 11,JJ FOI 1ST lANDOM # GEMEIATOI'I 
CALL PIINTI*(tOOO,tOOOl*) 
•CA0(9,«I11,4J 
DO 100 
too 12<ll)*lAN(iiOO,itOO) 
C 
C 
Pl«3.&#i9^27 
CALL raiNTf *•I 
9 CALL PIINTI'AMtXiPiHtTCOiAL f| HOIII.Pi ROIH. HrrCOIAL P*l 
C<0>«86TABT 
PXIITCG<0i«0.0 
AIIOIII*< t. /< I <2. «Pt l««.9l*8tttllAI} 
DO 300 N-I.IIP 
PCI|}*CXP<-<(C(MI**2. i/(2.«<SX0KA*«2. III! 
PIMTSG(N»«PINTCO(N-iI«P(M» 
300 CONTINUE 
DO 400 N-t.NP 
PN<N}*P<NI/(PtNTE0(8PII 
PINTONfN}-PINTEOCN)/<PINTBOtIP>1 
D HaiTC<9,302IN,CINi,P(N},PlNTeO(NI,PNfHI,PIHTONfNl 
#0V CONTINUE 
302 P0IHATUA,3Pi2.9,9X,2Pt2.9} 
C 
CALL 1N1PLT(9,^.9,9.9} 
CALL NlND0Hli.9,7.9,i.,7,9) 
C 
C PLOT NOINALIZED INT868ATED PIOPAIILITT V8 EPSILON 
CALL PlINTf**) 
CALL PIlNTC'tlAOf 7*1 
IBA0(9,«}fDUN 
CALL VUP08TtE<0l,KINPI,0,,PINT0NINP}l 
XTlC«E<NP}/4. 
fTIC«PXNTGN(NP}/2, 
CALL AXI«<XTlC,TTtC, «CPSILON «miMA* ,19,2,2, «.:.P ,5,?,3» 
CALL LlllEfC,rXNT0ll,ll»,0,0,0,0) 
CALL SNOPLT 
C 
C PLOT PIOPABILITT VS EPSILON 
CALL PBINTt*'! 
CALL PIXItT<'BIADT ? » 
XSAl>f9,«)II»UII 
CALL VUPO»T(EfOI,E<IIP),««,PIIIIIPIIALF}) 
XTIC-E(IIPI/A. 
fTXC«PN(IIPilALP}/2. 
CALL AXISfXTIC,fTIC, *EPSILOR (SIOEA* ,19,2,2, M.P. ,#,2.3* 
DO #90 W"1,WP 
SSUI-EIN} 
PNSdl-O.V 
IS<2I*E<II} 
PNS(2I«PII(II) K 
490 CALL LtNE(ES,PII8,2,0,0,0,0) w 
CALL SNOPLT 
C 
C CALCULATE lANOE OF EPSILON FOI EACH lANOON RUNlEt 
D CALL PlINT*'#,EANOON#,mWALF#,W.INT.P.,N.INT.P.HALF,XPLUS.XMIMUS > 
CALL PIINT< e,lANOONt,XPLUS,XHINUS'I 
DO 600 N"1,NP 
iiNALF«il(N}/2. 
Nl-NPWALF*! 
DO 900 N"N1,MP 
PIN"PINTON(NI-PlNTONf NPNALFI 
IFiXlWALF.OT.PINiOO TO 900 
00 TO 990 
900 CONTINUE 
990 XP-N 
XPLUS f N)•IXP-NALFNP•«EINCl 
XNINUSfN}«>XPLUSINI 
600 CONTINUE 
CALL RILNT< *BIITCI TABLE'* 
CALL PLLNTI* 2,110 TABLE') 
IEAI)(9,«)XPBLNT 
SP(IPBIILT.E0.2)00 TO AIO 
00 609 N«L,NP 
0 LLTLTEF9,602)LL,BIFLLL,TINALP.PLMT0«<«}.PLM,XPL0ILLL),IAIINFSFLL) 
609 LLLXTEF9,302}R,II(LLL,XPLUSFR),XMLNUSFR) 
€ 
C CALCULATE # OF BANOOIF OIOATAI FOT EACH LAKOE OF EFSILOE 
6iV CALL FIINTI**) 
CALL FBIIITI'EMTEI EBLOCK FOB CALCN OF % OF TOTAL DATA •'! 
BCA0T9,*>EBL0CR 
BBL(0)«0.0 
DO 700 
EBL < N)»EBLF N-II•EBLOCK 
1F<EBL<N).LT.BEII0>00 TO 700 
EBL'W W 
«•HP 
700 CONTINUE 
CALL FBINTI") 
CALL FBLNTRO, EFSILON BANOE, # DATA, % DATA'* 
DO 800 N»1,NBL 
NN«0 
DO 900 N«I,NF 
IFIXPLUS(N).OT.EBLFN)) 00 TO 900 
XFIXPLUSIN).LE.EBL(N-1)*00 TO 900 
NN"NW*1 
900 CONTINUE 
EBLN(H*«NN 
EBLN(N)«EBLN(N)/2. 
C EBLP«PEBCENT OF EBLN 
EBLP(N*"EBLN(N)«(100./ANPI 
800 HBLTE<9,802*N,EBL<N),EBLNFH>,EBLPIN* 
802 FOBMAT < 19, F&2. 9, F12. 0, F12. 9 ) 
C 
C PLOT % OF TOTAL tAIIDON # (DATA) VS BPSILOH lAHOE 
CALL PIINTI'* » 
CALL PIIMT(*lCADf T*) 
IEAD(9.«III>Un 
CALL VUP0IT(C(0M(NPI,0.,20. ) 
XTIC*E<lir)/A. 
fTIC«10. 
CALL AXXS<XTIC,fTIC, «EPSILON (SIONA)',19,2.2,'% DATA ,6,2,2» 
DO 920 W«l,#imL 
NNSL«NBL«N 
EBL<IIN8L)»-ESL(M) 
920 EBLP{IINIL)«EiLP(ll) 
D SBLSfll^O.O 
D EBLPS(i)«0.0 
0 EBLS<2)«0.0 
D EBLPS<2l«EBL<i» 
0 CALL LlllE<SBLS,eBLPS,2,0,0,0,0l K 
DO 990 ll«l,MltBL 
BBLS(tl*BBL(ll) 
BBLPS(i)«0.0 
EBLS<2)«EBL«N) 
BBLPS<2)«SBLP(III 
EBLPSf3)«BBLP<ll) 
IPfN.OT.NBDOO TO 930 
EBLS ( 31-EBLf 111-CBLOCK 
00 TO 940 
930 BBLS<3l*EBL<lll*eBL0CK 
940 BnLS(4)«EBLS<3) 
BBLPS<4»*0.0 
990 CALL LIMEŒBLS, MLPS, 4,0, 0, 0, 0) 
CALL ENDPLT 
C 
C 
C ADD OAUSSIAII NOISE TO THE NfPEBPIHE STilfCTOlE 
CALL fllllTI * ' I 
CALL MINT* mUTEm FT# #, # POINT# # 
tSA1>(9.»>lPlLI,NrT6 . . 
•EAOfIFlLtMlAOIOCII#!•!#NFTt>t•W*'t» 
DO iOOO 
lP<lt2{NI.OT..9IOO TO ilOO 
OS 101II ^ « AS 10 f M MIXHIMUS f N ) «SIOIIA ) 
00 TO iOOO 
tiOO eS10<lll-AS10fll}«(XPLUS<lll*S10IIA} 
1000 CONTINUE 
CALL PllNTI*SNTei NEN PTN •*} 
NEAD<9,«IJF1LE 
NIITEUFILEII lOSlOU I, X«t,NFTS>, <F0(1I, I-l.NFTSI I 
CALL EXIT 
END 
w 
w 
u* 
c PIOOIAII 0SII3D 
C 
C 3-D OIAFHICS «XTN XRAOE lOTATtOM. 
C 
C NOXSE CONSXOEtATXOllS FOI lATIO CALCttLATIOMS 
C UtlNG «AUSSIAN MOÏSE SIMULATION. 
C X*FTN FILES 
C f«VAItOUS AMPLIFICATION OF AMPLITUDE GAUSSIAN NOISE. 
C %«% AlUMOANCES CALCULATED 
C 
C 
C COMPILE AND LINK NITM OOSNSD , 
€ FEtlUAIf 198#. W.G.TONC 
C 
PlOOIAM 0SN3D 
DIMENSION FI20,29},XI20,291,Tf20,29) 
IX«20 
IT-29 
CALL PIINTI*ENTEI t.FTN INPUTI9S# * 
CALL PmiNTi 2.TTt INPUT ) 
•EA0<S,*)H1F 
CALL PIINTI ENTEE XSIEE,fSIZE 16.,7.5* » 
tBADIS,•IXSIZE,fSIZE 
CALL PMINTI ENTE# 0. DOTN LINES.'I 
CALL PIINTI* i. X DIIECTION LINES ONLY'» 
CALL PIINTI* 2. f DIIECTION LINES ONLT'I 
IEADI9,«ILINE 
IFIMIF.BQ.2) 00 TO iO 
IEADI98IIIFIMN,MN),NM«i,lX),ini»l,XYI 
00 TO ilO 
10 DO 20 MN«i,IX 
DO 30 MM-i,IT 
30 FIMN,MM)«U. 
20 CONTINUE 
CALL PLXIITT «ENTEI P VALUES OP IST NONEEIO LOH'L 
00 TOO M«6,FXF-9I 
CALL P1INT( ENTEI ONE P VALUE PEE LINE I 
00 VO N"1,IX 
LEAD<9,«}P<N,RI 
90 CONTINUE 
CALL PLINTCENTEL P VALUES OP NEXT ION'I 
00 97 1-1,7 
N"N*1 
IP(I.0T.3I00 TO 96 
00 V9 M«I,IX 
99 P(N,NT*P(N,N-&} 
00 TO 97 
96 PIH,R>«0.0 
97 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE K> 
c 
TIO CALL INLPLTF9,XTM,FLIZEI 
200 CALL PLINTCENTEL XV,TV,ZV*I 
LEA0«9,«)XV,FV,ZV 
CALL PLOT30(P,X,T,IX,IF,XSIZE,FSIZE,XV,FV,ZV.LINE,0.I 
CALL ENOPLT 
CALL PLINT# ENTEI T.TLPLOT*! 
CALL PLINTT* %.EXIT I 
1EA0(9,#»NIP 
IPTNIP.EO.TL 00 TO 200 
N1ITE<99II(CPINNN,NNNI,NNN«I, IXI,«HR«I, IF11 
CALL EXIT 
END 
OTNSS.COH 
INDISBCT COMMAND FIL# 
FOI PIOOIAH 08N30 
• H.O.TONG 
# 
SET EILOL NONE 
DEL/MOO 08N3D.(L6T,SAVI 
I 
FOMT/NOSMAP 0SN3D/LXST 
8Q/N0Q 0K> 
SET E8I0I EIIOB 
« 
! USING FLOATING POINT PIOCESSOB 
• LUN ON PDP 11/49 
LINK 08N3D,FPLI#,3DLI# 
DX8/FULL/ALP 
€ PBOGKAH PSNADi 
c 
c 
C PROGRAM FOR COLLECTING DOPPLER-FREE 
C POLARIZATION SPECTRUM FROM LOCK-IN AMPLIFIES 
C AND LASER FREOUENCT VALUES FROM THE UAVEMETER. 
C SODIUM D1 LINE. 
C 
C 
C COMPILE AND LINK WITH ePSNADl 
C APRIL 1984. M.G.TONG 
C 
PROGRAM PSNADl 
DIMENSION SIG(6SQi,F0<6SC>> 
WRITERS,5* 
5 FORMAT* ENTER FILE #, # PTS. ) 
READ (5,10)1FILE,NPT5 
10 FORMAT(316) 
C HIT RETURN KET TO START 
IEAD<5,10)1START 
15 DO 50 l«l,NPTS 
ICMF'V 
CALL SETR (4,0,500.,ICMF) 
CALL HAVE3(F0(I)i 
S1G(I)»PL0AT(1ADC(0)) 
CALL LED(SIO(I*,'F6.1 f 
1F(F0(II.GT,0.50I GO TO 20 
FC'd »«FO(I Ml.Ou 
20 IF (ICMF.EO.O)GO TO 20 
Sv CONTINUE 
IFtlFlLE.EO.OiGO TO IS 
URlTEilFlLEMISIGd), I»1,NPTS), iFO( 1 M«S. NPTS ) I 
C 
C FREOUENCT COORDINATE 
FOPEAK*16956.II 
FOBARE"16955.00 
FO <1••< FOPEAR-FOBABE #-0. #5 
FOX «0.05 
DO 5# NU«S,IIFTS 
F0D"F0<WM*-F0(WM-1* 
XFIFOO.GT.fFOIl} GO TO 53 
IFIFOO.LT.«-FOIIlOO TO 53 
00 TO 54 
53 FQ<NHI«F0CNII>1 ) 
54 CONTINUE 
C 
C DISPLAY THE SPECTBUH. 
CALL INIPLT<5,9.5,8.5» 
CALL WINDOW*1.5,7.5,1.,7.5* 
CALL VUPOBTI16955.6,16956. 6, -400.,4000. » 
CALL AXIS#.2,400., FBEQUENCY\9,2,1, DFPS ,4,2,0» % 
DO 100 M0R«1,NPT5 o 
100 F0<NOB}«PO#HOBMFOBABE 
CALL LXNE<FO, SIC, 180, 0,0,0,0} 
CALL ENDPLT 
CALL EXIT 
END 
INDIRECT COMMAND FILE 
FOR PROGRAM PSNADl 
1 U.C.TONG 
$ 
R PORTRA 
PSNADt,TT««PSNAOl/LiO/H/O 
'C 
« 
PORTRA HAVES 
SQ/NOQ Dili 
« 
< LINKED HITH SUBROUTINE HAVES. 
LINK PSNADlt HAVES,3DLIR,SVt LPSLIB 
c P80GIIAR PS30 >»»»> 
C 
C 
C 3-D GRAPHICS WITH IMAGE ROTATION. 
C 
C POLARIZATION SPECTROSCOPY 
C SODIUM D1 LINE. 
C X*LASER FREOUENCT 
C ^'DIFFERENT EXTINCTION RATIO, 
C CROSS ANALYZER ROTATION. 
C Z»POLARIZATION SIGNAL 
C FTN FILES PREPARED AND STORED BT GRAPH4. 
C 
C 
c APRIL-1984. H.G.TONG 
C 
PROGRAM P83D 
DIMENSION Ff60,12},X<60,13l 
DIMENSION T<60,t2i 
DIMENSION XX<1SI,TT<200) 
C READ DATA FILES PBEPABED AND STOBED BT GBAPH& PROGRAM. 
DO 10 N-1,13 
IFILE«70*N 
READ<IFILEMTTfM),N«i,180) 
DO 20 NN«i,180,3 
F<KK,N*"TT<NNf 
2v KK-KK-l 
10 CONTINUE 
C 
CALL PRINT< ENTER XSIZE,TSIZE.(10.,7.l* I 
BEAD(S,«)XS1ZE,TSIZE 
CALL INIPLT(5,XSIZE,TSIZE) 
Sv CALL PRINT* ENTER XV,TV,ZV') 
BEAD<5,«)XV,TV,ZV 
CALL PLOT30IF,X,T,60,12,XS12E,fSIZE,XV,TV,ZV,0,0. 
CALL ENDPLT 
CO TO 90 
STOP 
END 
INDIRECT COMMAND PILE 
FOR PROGRAM PS3D 
I 
« 
• M.O.TONC 
• 
SET ERROR NONE 
DEL/NOC PS3D.(OOJ,LST.SAVi 
« 
R FORTRA 
PS3D,TTi»PS3D/L* 0/H/U/Nt17 
C 
SO,WOO DK* 
! LINKED WITH 3DL1B GRAPHICS LIBRARY. 
LINK PS3D,3DLIB 
FORT PS3D/LXST 
DIR PS3D 
C PROOBAM 0BAPN4 
C 
C PLOT OPTOCALVANIC SIGNAL VS LASER FREOUENCT. 
C FOR SODIUM 01 TBANSITION. 
C 
C APR1L-198«, H.C.Tong 
C 
PROGRAM GRAPHS 
DIMENSION XX<i,201),SSIC<2^0) 
DIMENSION SXG(300),XABEA(1» 
DIMENSION 8LINE<200I,5I6N(201I 
DIMENSION FO13011,X1200).ASG<220) 
DIMENSION FOA(200),XFO(1,200) 
DIMENSION AFQI2C«0),ASXG<20U) 
DIMENSION XPLT(200),TPLT(200) 
INTEGER*2 C(iO,21) 
EQUIVALENCE IBLINECi),FOA<1)) 
EQUIVALENCE (ASIG(1),SSIGI1)i 
C 
CALL INIPLTfS,10.9,6.9) 
CALL WINDOW*1.9,8.9,.7,7.7* 
CALL VUPORTI16V59.6,16996.6,-4U00.,4000.) 
CALL ENDPLT 
C 
6Vl CALL PRINT( ENTER FILE #, # PTS ) 
READ(S,«)IFILE,NPTS 
22 NPTSS»WPTS-15 
NSS«NPTSS 9 
READ<IFILE)I<X<J),J«1,NPTS),<F0<I),I»l.NPTS» » 
I 
C FREOUENCT COORDINATE 
FOPEA* «16996.11 
FOBARE'16999. 00 
FO <I)•< FOPEAK-FOBABE)-0.#5 
FOX*O.OS 
00 2M WW«1,NPTS 
FOb«PO(NH)-rO < NH-1) 
XPtFOD.OT. <FOIU GO TO 23 
IFIFOD.LT. <-FOin CO TO 23 
GO to 24 
23 F0<NWI.F0<NW-1* 
24 CONTINUE 
C 
C DETEINXNE BASELINE 
CALL PBINT* BASELINE OETEININATXON I 
CALL P8XNT(*i. AUTO * 
CALL MINT* 2. MANUAL' * 
CALL F8XNTI ENTER VOUR CHOICE 
READfS,#,ERB2#)XBASE 
XFtXBASE.EO.2)00 TO At 
C AUTO BASELINE DETERMINATION 
2G BSTART«V. 
NS-NPTS/20 
DO 3v JJ«1,NS 
BSTART"BSTART* X i JJ) 
3v CONTINUE 
BNS«NS 
8START>B5TART/BNS 
BENU«U. 
NEN«NPTS'NS4I 
DO 4V JJ#NEN,NPTS 
8END*BEND*X<fJ) 
Av CONTINUE 
BNS*NPTS-NEN*1 
8END-8END DNS 
BPTS«NEN-1 
81NCR"< 8END-BSTARTI/BPTS 
DO A4 J*I,NPTS 
BJ.J 
IL1NE<JI"BSTAmT*I•INCt'SJI 
#4 SIG(J)«X<J*>0L1NE<J» 
00 TO 55 
C MAMUAL BASELINE OSTEININATION 
41 CALL PRINT* ENTE# STARTPT,ENDPT,tAVE PT i 
8EA1X5, #, ERR«41 *NSTA, NEND, NAVE 
ISTABT«0. 
00 42 JJ«NSTA,NSTA*NAVE 
45 BSTART«SSTAST«X(JJi 
BNAVE»NAVE41 
8STAST*0STAST/8NAVE 
IEND»0. 
00 43 JJ«NEND,NEN0«NAVE 
43 BEND«OENl}«Xf JJ) 
BNAVE«NAVE«1 
8END«BEN0/GNAVE 
8PTS"NEN0-NSTA 
45 BXNCH«(8END>8STA8Ti/8PTS 
DO 47 J«1,NSTA 
BJ«J 
8LINE(J)«8START-(81NCI«8JI 
47 SIGU)«X<J »*8LlNE(Ji 
00 SO J'NSTA,NPT5 
8 J* J 
8LINE<J*«8START*I8INCR*8J) 
SIG(J)»XfJ)-8LINE<JI 
SO CONTINUE 
NH«NPT8/?0 
55 CONTINUE 
C 
C DETERMINE THE 1ST PEAK HEIGHT OF THE COLLECTED 
C SPECTRUM AND ITS POSITION ALONG THE 
C UAVENUN8ER COORDINATE. 
OlFFU »«Sie(II-SIGII-ll 
DO «0 l»2,HPTS 
ir<DiFrfii.eT,5u,I co TO 7U 
GO TO ao 
70 IF<OIFFai.LT,l. IGO TO 75 
l-ï-»! 
GO TO 70 
75 CONTINUE 
JVV»<I-H 
SMAX-SIUU-1* 
1«NPT8 
Bv CONTINUE 
HRITEf5«90lJVV 
FORMAT*' 1ST PEAK LOCATED AT PT §',16,/) 
C 
C FIND ABEA 
AREA»V. ^ 
DO IVV J#1,NPTS w 
AitCA-ABEA4A6S<SlC(J> • 
IvO CONTINUE 
SAREA»AR£A 
CALL PRINT* CALCULATED AREA* ) 
UR1TE<5,«)SAREA 
CALL PRINT*' I 
CALL PRINT* IF NO THEORECTICAL FILE IS AVAILABLE') 
CALL PRINT* ENTER XAREAINNN) FOR NORMALIZATION » 
READ*5, «)XAREA*1} 
NNN'l 
C 
C FREOUENCT AVERAGING, S PTS. 
C OVERLAP 5 PTS. 
DO 618 I«6,NPTSS 
rcs«v 
DO 612 II«<I-5»,*1*5) 
61. FOS»FO*II»*FOS 
FO<I)»rOS/ll 
F0s«0 
00 614 XlXlC-51, aE«9) 
614 FOS«FOfIIMFOS 
F0<IEI«F0S/11 
PODIFP'FOIIE»-F0<I » 
FOl»FOOIFF/aE-I» 
FQA4Ii«F0(l) 
DO 616 K»U*1 IE 
61t FOA < K »-FOA 1)*FOI 
I«I*5 
618 CONTINUE 
C 
C PLOT FIAHE 
110 CALL AXIS*. 2,400., FBEOUENC? ,9,2,1, DFPS ,4,?,u* 
1> CALL PLT8Tfil25Q,53w,'HTPEBFINE STRUCTURE .l«i.l.^» 
CALL ENDPLT 
C 
CALL PrniWT* G8APH4 MENU » 
CALL PRINTCl. PLOT THEOIECTICAL PROFILE' * 
CALL PIINT< 3. PLOT NORMALIZED, •.SURSTRACTEO EXPTL > 
CALL PRINT* 3. PLOT lASELINE SUBSTRACTEO EXPTL') 
CALL PRINT*'4. PLOT ALIGNED, N., t. SURSTRACTED EXPTL') 
CALL PRINT*'S. PLOT ORIGINAL, UNTREATED EXPTL i 
CALL PRINT*'6. READ THEORECTICAL PROFILE'* 
CALL PRINT*'7. READ ANOTHER FTN DATA FILE ) 
CALL PRINT**8, EXIT*} 
CALL PRINT** ENTER ROUTINE # OF TOUR CHOICE ) 
READtS,«,ERR«liO)LL 
XF<LL.E0.8IG0 TO 603 
XF(LL-6)48v,900,601 
480 IF*LL-4*490,240,290 
44V IF*LL-2»900,980,170 
5vv CALL PRINT*' ENTER ROW #, COLUMN # OF PT.') 
lEADlS,«,EII-900inn, NMN 
IF<lfH.CT.OICO TO 535 
GO TO 6VV 
535 iriLE«HH*70 
IE«kD< IFILEM (XXI t,NI ).2001, (XFOf 1, W21.US*:, ^001. XAVE*11 ) i 
lF<LL.EO,fr) 00 TO 110 
L 
€ TNEORETICML DOPFLER FKOFILE. 
DO 536 «TH'l.I'VV 
536 XFO(1, MTN)*XFO<I,HTH > «FOBARE 
CALL LlNE(XFO,XX,iev, V,V,V.U) 
0 CALL FLTSTI<350.42M,THE01ECTICAL,t2,1,11 
CALL CNOPLT 
00 TO liv 
C 
C NORMALIZED, DASELINE SUtSTlACTED EXPT'L PROFILE. 
58V DO 150 J"6,NFTSS 5 
SION(J)»<SlG<jri/SAREA}«XAiEA(NNN) 
XPLT <J)«FOA(J)4F0DARE 
150 VPLT(J)«SIGN<J} 
151 CALL PEAKDJ<*FLT,6,NPTSS» 
CALL NENUtLINTfPI 
CALL DASHLNfXPLT,TPLT,NSS,0,0,O,0,LINTTPl 
C#LL ENDPLT 
GO TO 110 
C 
C RASELINE SUISTRACTEO EXPT'L PROFILE. 
17v DO 17: a"6,NrTSS 
XPLT(J)«FOAIJ}«FORARE 
l"*: *PLTIJ»«SI6IJ» 
CALL NENUfLlNTTPI 
CALL DASHLNfXPLT,TPLT,NSS,0,0,0,0,LXNTTPI 
CALL ENDPLT 
60 TO 110 
C ALIGNED,NOKNALISED.BASELINE SUBSTBACTED EXPT L PBOPILE. 
L ASSICN PTS ALONG TO COOBP WITH .0070 INC# FOB l.v/IOu PT SCAN 
C AND FIND COBBESPONDINO INTENSITIES. 
CALL PRINT* - PLEASE WAIT I 
C AF0(1I«.650 FOR NA D1 LINE 
AF0(li«*65u 
DO 310 I"2,NSS 
31V AFOCIi»AFO<1-1M. 0050 
DO 31S 1*9,NPTSS 
31% SIQNU)«<SlGU»/SAREA)«XABEAfNNN) 
DO 390 JA"1,NSS 
DO 38V 1»6,NPT8S 
IF<FOA<ll.LT.AFOfJAII 00 TO 380 
IFfFOAUKGT.AFOlJAU GO TO 32v 
ASIO*JA*"SIGNU» 
GO TO 39V ^ 
320 FOG«FOA<II-FOAa-ll o 
FOGG•AFO<JA»-FOAII-1) 
ASlG(JAI»SlGNa-l M <(SIGNUI-SIGNtI-in «{FOGG/FOG) I 
GO TO 39v 
380 CONTINUE 
39V CONTINUE 
CALL PRINT* • DATA SMOOTHING I 
CALL PRINT**1. fES'» 
CALL PRINT* 2. NO*I 
CALL PRINT*'-—ENTER TOUR CHOICE---*» 
READ * 9,«, ERR«390)ISH 
1F<1SN.E0.1) GO TO 2%8 
DO AO? J"1,NSS 
Xr LT( JI • AFO( J MF08ARE 
4W? *PLT<JI*ASIG*J» 
CALL NENUtLlNTTPi 
CALL DASHLN * XPLT.TPLT.NSS.0,0, 0, 0, LINTTPI 
D CALL PLTSTR * 35v,Alv,* ALIGNED EXPTL ,13,1,1* 
CALL CNDPLT 
GO TO ill» 
C SMOOTHED,WOBM'D,# SUBSTSACTEO EXPT L PIOFILE 
24# CALL PRINT* ENTE# # OF SMOOTHING PTS ) 
CALL P»INT< 5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19 01 21') 
#EAD<5,#*MSM0 
CALL SMOOTH(NSS,NSHO,ASIG,SSIG) 
DO 703 J"1,NSS 
XPLTIJI"AFO<J**FOBABE 
7v: ?PLT<J»«SS10<J) 
CALL PEAKDI(VPLT,1,WSS* 
CALL WENU(L%MTVP) 
CALL OASHLN(XPLT,TPLT,NSS,0,0,0,0,LINTTP) 
m CALL PLT@TB<35V,*1V,SMOOTHED, AL. EXPTL ,19,1,1) 
CALL ENDPLT 
C 
C STORE THE SMOOTHED FILE 
CALL STORE<AFQ,TPLT,IFTN,NSTORE,NSS) 
GO TO 110 
C 
C ORIGINAL, UNTREATED EXPT L PROFILE 
25v DO 251 M0R"1,NPTS 
251 FO<nOR)«FO<NORMFOBARE 
CALL MENU«LINTTP) 
CALL DASHLNCFO,X,NPTS,0,0,0,0.LINTTP) 
]> CALL PLTSTR*35V,40V, ORIGINAL DATA ,13,1,1; 
CALL ENDPLT 
GO TO llu 
6VV CONTINUE 
603 CALL EXIT 
END 
C 
SUBROUTINE NENUCLINTTP) 
CALL PRINT*' GRAPH MENU 'i 
CALL PmiWTi'l. SOLID LINE PLOT'I 
CALL Pm:NT( 2. DASHED LINE PLOT } 
CALL PlINTI— ENTE# TOO! CHOICE 
SEAD<S,«}ISD 
IP<ISD.E0.2I 00 TO 1000 
LINTVP'O 
GO TO llOu 
lOOV LINTTP«A 
1100 BETURN 
STOP 
END 
C 
SUBROUTINE PEAKDI<?PLT,N1,N2* 
DIMENSION ?PLT(2*V# 
CALL PBINT# PEAD DIBECTION I 
CALL PBINT* I, PLOT OBIGINAL DIBECTION'I w 
CALL PBINT* 2. FLIP PEAK UPSIDE DOWN * w 
CALL PBINT* -- ENTEB tOUB CHOICE -
BEADf9,«IIDlBEC 
ir<lDIBEC.EO.il GO TO 1190 
DO 1120 f*Nl,W2 
112M 1PLT<J**-<VPLT<a»* 
119V BETUBN 
STOP 
END 
C 
SUBROUTINE STOBE*AFO,YPLT,IFTN.NSTOBE,NSSI 
DIMENSION AFO(200),TPLT(20iM 
CALL PBINT* GBAPN STOBE » 
CALL PRINT* 1. NO DATA STOBAGE'• 
CALL PBINT*'3. STOBE DATA. * 
CALL PRINT* -- ENTER ?OUR CHOICE » 
BEAD*9,*INSTOBE 
IF*NSTORE.EO.il GO TO 1200 
CALL PIINTCENTCK MEH PTN # AND # POINTS I 
CALL PRINT* AVAILABLE NPTS IS* * 
M*ITE<3,#*NSS 
BEADI9,« *XFTN,WSTORE 
WRITEilPTN*<<TPLT<1*,I"1,NST0RE*,(AF0<J*,J*1,NST0RE*I 
1200 RETURN 
STOP 
END 
.TYPE GRAPH*.CON 
* COMMAND FILE FOR GRAPH* 
« N) 
• NGTong w 
! APRIL-lte* 
I 
SET ERROR NONE 
DEL'NOO GRAPH*.<L8T.SAVi 
SOfNOO DK* 
SET ERROR ERROR 
FORT/NOLINENUMBERS/UNXTS>1* GRAPH* 
SO/MOO DK* 
LINK GRAPH*,SMOOTH,3DLIR 
« 
SET USR SNAP 
UNLOAD LS 
c  » » » » »  P R O G K A N  P S 3 D 2  
C 
C 
C 3-D GRAPHICS WITH IMAGE ROTATION. 
C 
C POLARIZATION SPECTROSCOPT 
C SODIUM D1 LINE. 
€ X*rREOUENCV 
C ««DIFFERENT POCKEL CELL MODULATION VOLTAGE PAIR, 
C CONSTANT VOLTAGE GAP lAOV. 
C E»P0LARI2ATI0N SIGNAL 
C FTN FILES PREPARED BT PROGRAM GRAPH4. 
C 
C 
C APRIL 1984. U.G.Tong 
C K 
PROGRAM PS3D2 
DINENSION F<60,9*,X(6U,9* 
DIMENSION Tt60,9l 
DIMENSION XXft9»,fT<200î 
C READ DATA FILES PREPARED AND STORED BT GRAPH* PROGRAM. 
DO to N"l,9 
IFILE"9@*N 
READ<IFILEMrTin},N«i,ieO) 
KK*6V 
DO 20 NN«1,180,3 
F<Kk,N,*TV(NN, 
2v KK«KK-1 
10 CONTINUE 
C 
CALL PRINT* ENTER XSIZE,TSIZE.f10.,7.)•I 
READ<5,**XSIZE,TSIZE 
CALL INIPLT(S,XSIZE,TSIZE* 
5V CALL PRINT* ENTER XV,TV,ZV'» 
#EAD(5,#*XV,TV,2V 
CALL PL0T30fF,X,T,60,9,XSI2E.TSI2E.XV,TV,ZV,0,0. 
CALL ENDPLT 
00 TO SO 
STOP 
END 
INDIRECT COMMAND FILE 
FOR PROOBAM PS3D2 
H.0.TONC 
« 
SET ERROR NONE 
DEL WOO PS3D2 (ODJ,LST,SAV* 
# 
R FORTRA 
PS3D2,TT«•PS302/L» O/W/U/*#17 
•t 
SO/NOO DK% 
* 
LINK P53D2,3DLIB 
DIR PS3Dj 
